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RESUME

Ce rapport met à jour et, dans certains cas, développe les
paramètres techniques et économiques présentés à l'origine dans le
document AECL-4441: "Rapport Sommaire sur la Conception d'un Prototype
de la Centrale CANDU-OCR de 500 MW(e)".

La mise à jour est souhaitable en raison du nombre croissant
de demandes de renseignements reçues par l'Energie Atomique du Canada
Limitée, lesquelles proviennent des agences gouvernementales et du sec-
teur privé. Chacun étudie les options possibles dans leur effort con-
tinu d'assurer une énergie suffisante et économique. Le concept du ré-
acteur refroidi par caloporteur organique (OCR) intéresse en particulier
l'industrie pétrolière du fait que les hautes pressions d'écoulement
qu'il peut produire permettent de l'utiliser pour l'extraction de l'huile
lourde. Il peut également servir, du point de vue économique, à satis-
faire la demande de production d'une grande quantité d'énergie thermique
et électrique, demande qui se manifeste dans les plans de chauffage
urbain, la production de l'eau lourde et la production de l'électricité.

Le rapport décrit un réacteur OCR de référence de 500 MW(e).
Il comprend un examen général de l'expérience avec le réacteur à liquide
organique et des domaines nécessitant davantage de développement en se
basant sur 14 ans d'expérience d'exploitation avec le réacteur WR-1.
Un examen de plusieurs variations du concept de référence est donné et
les coûts prévus des puissances de réacteurs, enrichissements et fonc-
tions de service divers sont inclus.

Les coûts sont présentés sous une forme facilitant la compa-
raison avec ceux d'options énergétiques concurrentielles.
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ABSTRACT

This report updates and in some cases expands the technical
and economic parameters presented originally in AECL-4441, "Summary Re-
port on the Design of a Prototypical 500 MWe CANDU-OCR Power Station".

Updating is desirable owing to the increasing number of in-
quiries that have been received by Atomic Energy of Canada Limited from
government agencies and the private sector. Each is exploring the
available options in their continuing endeavour to provide sufficient
and economical energy. The organic-cooled reactor (OCR) concept is
particularly interesting to the oil industry because the high steam
pressures it can develop allow it to be used for heavy oil extraction.
It can also be used economically for other large thermal and electrical
energy production requirements such as those encountered in district
heating schemes, heavy water production and electricity production.

The report describes a reference OCR-500 MWe reactor. It in-
cludes an overview of organic reactor experience and areas for further
development based on 14 years of operating experience with the WR-1
reactor. A discussion of several variations on the reference design is
given including estimates of costs for various reactor sizes, enrich-
ments and operating functions.

Costs are presented in a form which allow easy comparison with
those of competing energy options.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In 1974 June a reportC1) was published jointly by the

Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment (WNRE) and Power Projects,

Sheridan Park (now the Atomic Energy of Canada Limited Engineering

Company). It described a reference prototype 500-MW(e) Organic-Cooled

Reactor (OCR) designed for commercial base load operation using DjO as

the moderator and natural uranium carbide (UC) as the fuel housed in

vertically oriented Zr-Nb pressure tubes. A summary description of the

station was provided along with an economic review, a technical

assessment, and comments on areas for future development based on organic

technology developed by Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) up to that

time. After the report was published, the formal AECL organic-cooled

reactor research and development program was terminated. The main reason

for this lay in the very successful commissioning and subsequent

commercial operation of the CANDU-PHW* station at Pickering, Ontario, and

the need to provide continuing laboratory support for that reactor type.

A small but significant amount of development work on the

organic-cooled reactor concept has continued in support of the WR-1

reactor at WNRE. As well, considerable interest has grown over the last

cwo or three years in the organic-cooled reactor concept as a heat source

'or the stimulation of geologic formations containing heavy oil. These

events have encouraged the staff at WNRE to update the old report on

organic-cooled reactor technology. Included in the new work are findings

subsequent to 1974, such as updated technical data on the reference 500-

MW(e) OCR, a discussion of smaller [100 MW(t)] and larger [1200 MW(e)]

OCR stations and a review of the cost differences among several OCR

stations with different core parameters. In particular, specific capital

costs have been provided in Figures 11 and 12 for natural- and enriched-

uranium OCR cores producing both electrical and thermal power.

Industries interested in using the OCR system as a power source can use

Canada Deuterium Uranium - Pressurized Heavy Water reactor
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these curves directly to obtain capital costs as a function of station size

for rough comparative economic studies.

2. STATION SUMMARY

2,1 STATION DESCRIPTION

2.1.1 General

The station described in this section is based on a reference

50C-MK(e) CANDU-OCR designed for commercial base load operation. The core

is a heavy water moderated, organic-cooled pressure tube system. The

fuel is natural uranium carbide in the form of 12 bundle assemblies per

channel which are removed from and loaded into the reactor on-power. The

heat transport system is a closed loop circuit which transports heat from

the fuel to the heat exchangers to produce steam for the turbines or

other heating requirements.

Figures 1 and 2 Illustrate a typical Reactor Building

arrangement and the main components and systems of the nuclear steam supply

system. Figure 3 shows a simplified flow diagram for an electric station

and Figure 4 shows a schematic for a typical OCR fuel handling sequence.

2.1.2 Typical Reactor Building Arrangement

A typical layout and design of the Reactor Building uses a

conventional containment scheme whereby the reactor, the fuelling machine,

and the heat transport and moderator systems are contained in a pre—stressed

concrete cylindrical building. The building is similar in size to that used

by the standard 600-MW(e) CANDU-PHW reactor and is designed to limit

activity release at a design pressure of about 225 kPa (33 psi). A water

spray system is provided to reduce the building pressure to near atmospheric

during the post-accident period in the unlikely event of a secondary circuit

rupture.
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BOILERS (4)
SUPERHEATERS <2>
BOOSTER RODS
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16.
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FIGURE 1: Reactor Building Cutaway
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SURGE TANKS
MAIN STEAM SUPPLY PIPING
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FUEL CHANNEL ASSEMBLIES
REACTOR END SKIEtOS
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BOOSTER RODS
FEEDE* CABINETS
MODERATOR CIRCULATION SYSTEM

FIGURE 2: Heat Transport System
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FIGURE 3: Flow Diagram for Electric Power Station
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FUELLING MACHINI

STOftAGE TU»ES

1 COLLECT RESHUFFLED f l l f t SWING fKQM « A N S f t * I * T
2 REMOVE FUEL STRING 'ROM CHANNEL AND INSTALL «SHUFFLEO STRING
3 DEPOSIT REMOVED STRING IN STORAGE TUIE WITH ORGANIC
à DECAY COOLING tN TRANSFER I A V
3 TRANSFER IN TOI f TO SHUFFLING CtLL
b WASH STRING. SHUFFLE IN AIR. RETURN fO S'ORAGE TUIE
7 REtlJRN IUIC WITH HESHUFFLED *UEL TO ttAttSFE* iAY

I NEW FUEL «UNDIES TO SHUFFLING CEtl
9 SPENT KUNOLES TO STORAGE CANS WITH ORGANIC IN STORAGE IAV
10 lOAOtNG SHtWNG CASK WJTM SJENT FVH IN AIR

FIGURE 4: Fuel Handling Sequence Schematic
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Within the building, the reactor is centrally located,

vertically oriented and top-end fuelled. The heat transport system is

divided into two circuits which are symmetrically arranged around the

reactor. The fuel transfer equipment, the reactivity mechanisms and

moderator system are siailarily arranged near the core.

Due to the low heat-transport system activity, it is possible

to have operating access to most areas of the building, the exceptions

being the fuelling machine rooms, and the moderator and shield cooling

rooms. For the most part, an open arrangement is planned with a minimum

of infernal parCitions and structures.

A new containment consideration is the organic fire hazard

associated with loss-of-coolant accidents. In the event of a major

discharge of organic coolant, the reactor building will rapidly fill with

combustible vapours. A commercially available, engineered, high-speed

fire suppression system is provided to extinguish a fire should the

vapours ignite. The system uses Halon 1301, a halogenated hydrocarbon

non-toxic vapour, to suppress fire and explosion propagation. Building

pressure rise with area opacity will initiate the system.

2.1.3 Reactor

The reactor is vertically oriented with top-end fuelling. It

consists ci a tubed calandria structure which contains the heavy water

moderator and reflector and many fuel channel assemblies. The fuel

channel assemblies contain the fuel and organic coolant and reside in the

calandria tubes. The reactor is end shielded and is contained and

supported within steel and water thermal and concrete biological shields.

The reactor is adequately shielded so that most areas within the Reactor

Building are accessible during operation.
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The calandria assembly is a vertical multi-compartment vessel

of austenitic stainless steel construction which contains the heavy water

moderator and reflector and provides shie? ig at the ends of the

reactor. Zirconium alloy calandria tubes, 121-mra internal diameter and

1.1-mm wall thickness, arranged on a 286-nna square pitch, are attached to

the end shield lattice tubes by rolled joints. Reactivity control

devices penetrate the calandria and pass through the moderator in the

horizontal and vertical direction. The calandria is provided with

pressure relief at the top.

Each fuel channel assembly consists of a 103-mm internal

diameter by 2.5-mm thick wall zirconium-niobium alloy pressure tube

jointed at each end to carbon steel end fittings, and contains up to a

12-bundle fuel string and a closure assembly. Each fuel channel assembly

is supported from the top shield and is guided by bearings and spacers

within the lattice and calandria tubes. The fuel channel assemblies are

designed to allow axial movement relative to the calandria and to permit

sealing of the gas annulus. The fuel channel assemblies will be

basically smooth-bored and uninterrupted to ease entry and removal of the

fuel string.

The refuelling closure plug is an integral part of the fuel

string assembly and locks firmly into the end fitting by means of radial

lugs. The flexible tapered seal member is loaded axially, wedging into a

hardened tapered seat in the end fitting. The closure is capable of

sealing and operating under conditions where considerable amounts of

decomposed organic debris are present.

The fuel channel assemblies will be designed for relatively

easy replacement from the top.
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2.1.4 Reactor and Station Control

The basic control and protection philosophy for the reactor

is essentially the same as that used for current CANDU-PHW reactors. The

regulating system is a single channel arrangement with built-in tests and

component redundancy for reliability. Reactor safety systems are

separated functionally and physically from the regulating system to the

maximum extent and are testable during operation.

The station is provided with a control centre located in the

Service Building. The control centre will be provided with all

appropriate info mation and direct control for the safe and economic

operation of the station. The reference overall plant control is similar

to existing reactor control systems for base load operation. A digital

computer monitors and controls all regulating mechanisms and systems

which affect the reactor.

As with other CANDU reactors, the basic long-term reactivity

control is achieved by adding new fuel. Flux regulation and zonal

control is provided by a light water zonal control system of similar

design to that provided for the Bruce Nuclear Generating Station.

One of the original reactivity control mechanisms specified

for the OCR reactor were booster rods. It has subsequently been shown

through extensive use in our existing PHW reactor systems that absorbers

also work well and in many respects are more practical. Our current

plans propose to use absorbers.

Based upon the results of analysis and blowdown experiments,

reactivity effects due to core voiding are similar to CANDU-PHW reactors.

The increase in reactivity due to voiding is limited in the reference

designs by subdividing the heat transport system into two circuits and

interlacing the feeders. The reference shutdown systems are poison
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injection into the moderator and liquid shut-off rods. Each system is

capable of shutting down the reactor without a significant over power

transient.

Ion chambers and in-core flux monitors are provided for

control and protection of the reactor.

2.1.5 Moderator System

The moderator system removes heat generated within the

calandria using duplicate heat exchangers and circulating pumps.

2.1.6 Heat Transport System

The heat transport system is divided into two identical

circuits. This, as well as a requirement to interlace the feeders so

that voided channels are distributed evenly across the reactor, has been

dictated by the reactivity transients arising from a loss of coolant

accident.

Two 50% heat transport pumps per circuit circulate coolant

through the feeders, headers, fuel, superheater and steam generators. At

full power the coolant flowing upward through the fuel channels is

heated to approximately 400°C. The outlet header pressure is 1.4 MPa

(205 psi). Velocity through the central channels averages about 10 m/s.

Pressure control of the heat transport system is achieved by

means of a bleed-and-feed type system which is required in any event for

coolant purification. A pressure surge tank with a nitrogen cover gas is

connected to the outlet header to aid in transient pressure pulses.

Normally pressure control can be maintained with the surge tank alone.
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Each circuit has two light-bulb-type steam generators in

series with one U-tube superheater which provide steam to the turbine at

10.9 MPa (1580 psi) and 378°C.

The heat transport pumps are horizontal single-stage uuits

with a flywheel. Conventional mechanical shaft seals are used. The

seals are cooled with organic at a pressure of about 1.1 MPa (160 psi).

A shutdown cooling system capable of removing decay heat with

the reactor primary circuit shutdown is also provided. Two 50% pumps and

a heat exchanger by-pass the inlet and outlet headers, permitting

maintenance of main circuit components.

For a loss-of-coolant accident, emergency cooling of the fuel

is maintained by the injection of organic coolant. This is in the form

of fresh makeup and is compatible with the reactor coolant. An injection

supply tank connected to each header is nressurlzed with nitrogen and Is

separated from the headers by single check valves which normally remain

closed by differential pressure. Should the organic supply become

exhausted an emergency water injection system is provided as a further

backup and is capable of sustaining continuous emergency cooling.

Associated with the heat transport system and located in the

Service Building is a common auxiliary organic system in which a number

of coolant chemistry control functions are performed to maintain

satisfactory coolant properties. The starting coolant is a Monsanto

product called 0S-84 which is a hydrogenated terphenyl in the form of a

liquid similar to lubricating oil. At operating temperatures and under

radiation, the OS-84 decomposes to produce a range of products from

non-condensible gases to high-molecular-weight tars, commonly called high

boilers. The decomposition is allowed to progress until about 30% by

weight is high boilers. To maintain the equilibrium coolant at a desired

level it is necessary to continuously remove certain components and

replace them with fresh OS-84. Approximately 50 g/s (6.6 lb/min) of

fresh makeup is required for the 500-MW(e) station.
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Corrosion products and other impurities c :n combine with

certain coolant fractions to form fouling films on the fuel surfaces

which could cause flow restrictions. The coolant is treated contirov.sly

to remove these impurities. The systems provided for chemistry control

are degassing (to remove non-condensible decomposition products and a

fraction of the low-boiling products), Attapulgus clay bed treatment and

filtration (to minimize the fouling potential of the coolant by chloride

removal) and distillation [to remove the high-molecular-weight

decomposition products (high boilers)].

There is a requirement for disposal or recycle of

decomposition products, spent clay and filters. Decomposed organic

coolant is disposed of by incineration on the site and the heat of

combustion will be recovered where practical. Spent clay is rejuvenated

U3ing a high temperature oxidizing technique and recycled. Filters are

placed into sealed containers and stored in concrete bunkers or stand

pipes just tîlow the ground surface.

2.1.7 Fuel

The selected fuel is zirconium-2.5 wt% niobium sheathed

uranium carbide in bundles of 18 elements- This fuel is attractive in

the organic concept due to its high thermal conductivity and density,

dimensional stability, fission gas retention and compatibility with the

organic coolant.

The nominal maximum fuel element linear heat rating has been

set at 95 kW/m, and local or short-term fuel ratings of approximately 30

percent above the nominal maximum are possible without sustaining

damage.

The fuel string consists of an integral assembly of 12 fuel

bundles supported on a spring-loaded central hanger with the closure plug
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at the top. The fuel bundles are aligned to minimize pressure losses and

a neutron flux suppressor Is provided at the bottom of the fuel

assembly to minimize flux peaking and local overheating during fuelling

operations.

2.1.3 Fuel Handling

The proposed fuelling system will refuel "on-power" from the

top of the reactor with an unshielded, automated and remotely control' ;d

fuelling machine. This is done by removing a complete string from the

channel and inserting a "reshuffled" string which contains new or

partially used fuel. The fuel strings are removed for visual examination

and shuffling in the Service Building.

The fuelling machine is normally located In a shielded

fuelling machine room where it is accessible for maintenance and set—up

with the reactor at full power. This room is vacated before the shielded

door is opened for refuelling operations.

The room is located above a small fuel transfer water bay and

communicates with the bay via two valved fuelling machine ports. The bay

houses a number of storage tubes filled with organic, both of which are

suspended in the water. Each tube is long enough to accept one complete

fuel string with closure. Normally, a fuel string will reside in the

transfer bay for a decay period of about 20 days prior to transfer to the

fuel shuffling cell.

The transfer bay is accessible with the reactor on-power for

maintenance of mechanisms.

Fuel transfer out of the Reactor Building is done via a

slanted tube penetrating the wall of the building. Each tube Is equipped
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with an isolating valve and has a large enough bore to admit a complete

storage tube (Figure 4 ) .

Fuel shuffling is carried out in air in a shielded cell

equipped with windows for visual inspection and control. Prior to this

operation, the fuel string is removed from the storage tube and cleaned

with solvent in a washdown station.

In addition to the disassembly, inspection and reassembly of

the fuel strings on a routine basis, the shielded cell provides a

facility to examine defected fuel.

New fuel bundles are supplied to the cell from the adjoining

new fuel room. Spent bundles are discharged for long-term storage in

organic-filled tubes in the water bay. Ten years of storage capacity is

provided. Conventional safeguard techniques are used to monitor all

phases of fuel handling and storage.

2.1.9 Turbine Generator and Auxiliaries

The turbine generator system normally used is a single-shaft

machine having a speed of 3600 rpm. The steam conditions at full load

are approximately 10.7 MPa (1550 psi) and 378°C.

The turbogenerator set consists of a tandem compound unit

with a double-flow HP turbine and three double-flow LP turbines.

Superheated steam is allowed to expand through the high-

pressure turbine to an acceptable exhaust moisture content. The steam

and water then pass through moisture separators where most of the water

is removed and reheated in live steam reheaters to a temperature

approaching the main steam inlet temperature. The reheat steam passes
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through the LP turbine to the condenser and is then returned as feed to

the boiler for recirculation. Five stages of feedwater heating are

provided, comprising three low-pressure heaters, one deaerating heater

and one high-pressure heater.

The use of higher steam pressure and superheated steam, as

compared with the CANDU-PHW system, results in better turbine cycle

efficiency.

2.1.10 Electrical Power Systems and Station Services

The electrical power systems and station services will be

essentially identical to those required for a PHW plant of the same

size.

2.2 STATION DATA

GENERAL

No. of Reactors in the Plant

Rated Output

Fission Power

Gross Electrical

Net Electrical

Self Consumption

Overall Efficiency

Fuel

Moderator and Reflector

Coolant Make-up

Reactor Type

Throttle Steam Pressure

Steam Flow to Turbine

1483 MW(t)

543 MW(e)

501 MW(e)

42 MW(e)

33.8 %

VC

D20

OS-84

Vertical pressure tube

10.7 MPa(155O psi)

630 kg/s {5 x 106 lb/h)
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NUCLEAR CHARACTERISTICS

No. of Channels

Lattice Pitch (Square)

Core Radius

Core Length

Reflector Thickness

Fuel Load

Max. Thermal Flux

in Fuel

Average to Max. Radial

Average to Max. Axial

Fue1 Burnup

280

286 mm

2700 mm

6 m

600 ma

96 Mg U

0.71 x 1014 n/cm2.s

0.80

0.7

116 MWh/kg U

REACTOR BUILDING CONTAINMENT

Type

Dimensions

Height

Inside Diameter

Wall Thickness

Design Pressure

Permissible Leakage Rate

Prestressed concrete

cylinder

41.5 m

41.2 m

1.2 m

225 kPa(33 psi)

0.5% of volume per day

RF.ACTC"

Type

Inlet Temperature

Outlet Temperature

Pressure Tube

Inside Diameter

Thickness

Vertical pressure tube

approx. 310 °C

approx. 400 °C

Zr-2.5% Nb

103 mm

2.5 înm
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Calandria Tube

Inside Diameter

Thickness

Maximum Channel Power

Refuelling

Zirealoy-2

121 ran

1.1 mm

6.28 MW(t)

On-power, top end

MODERATOR SYSTEM

Moderator

Inventory

Flow Rate

D20

254 Mg

0.75 ra3/s(9920 I g p m)

HEfcT TRASSÎ0M SYSTEM

Fluid

High Boiler Fraction

Total 0S-8A Make-up Rate

No. of Coolant Loops

Holdup in Heat Transport

System

Total Mass Flow

System Pressure at

Outlet Header

Channel Flow - Central

Site

Coolant Velocity Av.-

Central Site

Pressure Drop Over Fuel

Pressurized organic

coolant ÛS-84

30 %

50 g/si.6.6 lb/min)

2

145 Mg

6050 kg/s(48 x 106 lb/h)

1.4 MPa(205 psi)

23 kg/s(183 000 lb/h)

10 m/s

1125 kPa(163 psi)at full burnup

PUMI'S

Nc. of Pumps

Type

4 (2/circuit)

Horizontal centrifugal
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Flow per Fump

Motor Capacity

Head

1.735 m3/s(20 650 Igpm)

56 kW

2280 kPa(330 psi)

BOILERS, PREHEATERS AND SUPERHEATERS

No. of Boilers

No. of Superheaters

Total Evaporation Rate

Feedwater Inlet Temperature

Steam Pressure at

Superheater

Steam Outlet Temperature

Steam Superheat

4 Recirculating

2

643 kg/s(5.1xl06 lb/h)

143 °C

10.86 MPa(1575 psi)

378 °C

43 °C

FUEL

Form

No. of Elements per Bundle

Element Outside Diameter

Fuel

Cladding

Length of Bind le

Nom. Max. Surface Heat Flux

Nom. Max. Lineal Fuel

Element Rating

Coolant Flow Area/Bundle

Overall Length of Fuel

Assembly

Assembly Mass

12 bundles in fuel

string assembly

18

1*.4

UC

Zr-2.52Nb

500

1.56

95

2635

9.5

340

mm

mm

MW/m2

kW/m

ram^

m

kg
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REACTIVITY CONTROL

Main Method

Long-Term Control

Trim

Shutdown Systems No.)

No.2

Poison override

On-power refuelling

Poison in moderator

8 zone control absorbers

(2 H2O regions per absorber)

7.U liquid rods

6 liquid poison injection

tubes into moderator

Absorbers

FLUX CONTROL

Axial

Radial

Distortion

Fuel shuffling

Differential fuelling

rate in zones

Zone control rods

TURBINE GENERATOR SYSTEM

Throttle Steam Pressure

Steam Flow

10.7 MPa(155O psi)

630 kg/s(5.OxlO6 Ib/h)

2.1 REACTOR PHYSICS

This section summarizes the main aspects of the reactor

physics of the 50H-MW(e) OCR design. These include a general description,

and a description of fuel burnup, reactivity coefficients and zonal

control.
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2.3.1 General Description

The reactor physics of the reference design is based on a

natural uranium carbide 18-element bundle clad in Zr-2.5 wtX Mb alloy,

and contained within a 103.4-nun diameter pressure tube of the same

composition. Each fuel channel has twelve 500-mra-long bundles giving an

active core length of 6 m, and them are 324 fuelled channels in the

reactor on a 285-mra square lattice pitch. The fuel is cooled by OS-84

(30 wt% high boilers) at an average temperature and density of 355°C

and 0.839 Mg/m^. Simmering (boiling) of the coolant is suppressed at

all times; there is, therefore, no void reactivity effect during normal

operation.

Radial power flattening Is accomplished by having two burnup

zones; the inner zone having the higher exit burnup. Fuel strings are

removed from the core and replaced with shuffled assemblies, with new

fuel installed as groups of either four or eight bundles on a shuffled

assembly. This Is done in such a way that new fuel Is, in effect, moved

in opposite directions In adjacent channels. Xenon override capability

(up to 30 minutes following a complete shutdown) will be provided by

means of absorber rods. Zonal and bulk control ie by means of

water-filled chambers at 8 defuelled sites. Two independent shutdown

systems are provided: one will inject liquid poison Into 24 Zircaloy

tubes penetrating the calandria; the other will Inject a liquid poison

directly into the moderator.

An 18-element bundle has been selected as the reference

design, rather than a 36-eleraent bundle in the same size channel, because

of several factors which apply to a natural uranium reactor of this size.

These are:
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1. Burnup - in the same size core, the 18-eleraent fuel should

yield 29 MWh/kg U greater burnup than the 36-element fuel.

2. Fabrication - since there are half the elements per unit

weight of contained fuel, the 18-element fuel Is expected to

have a fabrication cost approximately 20X less than the 36-

element fuel.

3. Initial Reactivity - reactor physics calculations, when

modified by the results of experiments In Chalk River's

ZED-2 reactor, indicated that there would be insufficient

reactivity with L!IC So-element fuel at the start of life.

Full power with a racial form factor of 0.8 could not be

sustained until a significant quantity of plutonium is

generated within the fuel. The IB-element fuel bundle is

more reactive by B-9 mk.

2.3.2 Fuel Burnup

In the original OCR study, the calculation of fuel average

discharge burnup Included a normalization factor based on the results of

experiments in ZED-2. These calculations were used as a starting point

in this study to maintain consistency with the original study. The

effects of differences In core design, particularly the use of absorber

rods in xenon poison override, were then evaluated and applied to the

original calculations» This procedure estimated the fuel average

discharge burnup to be 116 MWh/kg U for the reference 500-MW(e) station

described in this report. This value is at the low end of the

uncertainty range for fuel exit burnup and maybe as much as 15% too low,

as discussed in Section 2.3.2.2.
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2.3.2.1 Previous Assessment

The fuel exit burnup given in Reference (1) was 185 MWh/kg U

in a 500-MW(e) CANDU-OCR power station. This value included a penalty

for the overprediction of initial reactivity by 9-10 mk, as determined by

the ZED-2 tests. Depending on the source of the discrepancy, the penalty

could range from approximately 19-32 MWh/kg; an average of 25.7 MWh/kg U

was selected as the most suitable value.

The design has also based on a moderator purity of 99.95 wt%

D2O in total moderator. Other CANDU designs are based on a D2O

purity of 99.8 wt% D2O. To fall back to this purity level would, in

the case of the OCR-500, cause a burnup reduction of about 19 MWh/kg U.

2.3.2.2 Current Assessment

The reference 500-MW(e) core design in the current study

differs from the design used previously in that:

1. Absorber rods are used for xenon poison override. A

reactivity penalty of 17 mk, typical of the reactivity load associated

with the absorber rods in a natural uranium 515-MW(e) PHW reactor"),

was selected.

2. The axial form factor is higher due to the flattening of

the flux distribution by the absorber rods. A slightly higher value has

been selected for the peak fuel element rating. As a result, the

reference core now has 280 fuel channels, compared to 324 fuel channels

in the original 500-MW(e) OCR study. This causes only a small loss in

core reactivity (~2 mk) as a result of higher neutron leakage from the

smaller core.
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The effect of the changes was evaluated by rerunning reactor

physics lattice code calculations for the reference 18-element bundle,

and determining the difference in exit burnup of compensate for the

additional reaction loads. The results were normalized to the results

quoted in Section 2.3.2.1 to eliminate minor differences between results

from the current versions of the codes, and the versions in use at the

time of the original OCR study. The results are summarized below:

324

324

280

Case

- channel

- channel

- channel

core

core

core

with

with

with

booster

absorber

absorber

rods

rods

rods

185

124

116

Exit Burnup

(MWh/kgU)

(normalized value)

These burnups may be approximately 15% too low. Comparisons

have been made for 1200-MW(e) reactors with a number of different fuel

materials and lattice configurations^). These calculations were

normalized to an average exit burnup of 180 MWh/kg U for a standard PHW

reactor with adjuster rods. The corresponding burnup for the 18-element

natural OCR reactor was 147 MWh/kg U, assuming no bias between different

reactor types. There is negligible reactivity difference between the

reference 1200-MW(e) OCR reactor (270-mm square pitch, 400-mm reflector)

and the 324-fuel-channel 500-MW(e) OCR reactor (285-mm square pitch,

600-mm reflector). The exit burnup determined for the latter case by
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extending the calculations in the original OCR study is 124 MWh/kg U.

Although the difference of 23 MWh/kg U represents approximately 15% in

exit burnup, the reactivity difference required to account for this is

only approximately 6 mk; this difference is within the uncertainty range

associated with the reactor physics codes• Section 5.1 of this report

provides further assessment of natural and enriched UC fuelled OCR

reactors. For these calculations, the lower range of predicted fuel exit

burnups has been used.

2.3.3 Reactivity Coefficients

2.3.3.1 Loss of Coolant

A well-moderated natural uranium reactor cooled by a

hydrogenous liquid inevitably leads to a large increase in reactivity in

a loss-of-coolant situation. In the reference design, the reactivity

increase due to a loss of coolant from the whole core is 49 mk (which is

the worst case and occurs at start-of-life), and 27 mk for half the core,

assuming two interlaced cooling circuits. When the fuel in the core is

in an equilibrium burnup condition at full power, these numbers are 34

and 16 mk, respectively.

2.3.3.2 Power Coefficient

The reactor has a negative power coefficient at the start-of-

life, when all the fuel in the core is fresh. With equilibrium

refuelling the power cjefficient becomes positive due to the ingrowth of

plutonium. The magnitude of this coefficient in the equilibrium fuelling

condition is approximately 0.02 mk per 1% increase in power, which is

about five times smaller than for a natural-uranium fuelled BLW*, but

three or four times larger than in a PHW reactor. The problem of flux

Boiling Light Water Reactor
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stability is related to the magnitude of the positive power coefficient,

and is mentioned in the next subsection.

2.3.4 Loss of Zonal Control and Flux Tilt

A simulation study of the neutron flux distribution in the

event of a loss of zonal control indicates that some form of flux tilt

detection system is required. Shortly after loss of zone control, and

postulating the worst initiating conditions, the flux will tilt by about

20-30%, i.e. one-half of the core will be 20-30% above its normal power

level, and the other half 20-30% below its normal value. Since a burnout

situation will not be created at the flow and heat flux levels in the

OCR, there will be no need to shut down the reactor although a power

setback to about 60% of full power will be required to prevent over-

rating the fuel. If no corrective action is taken to restore zonal

control, the magnitude of the flux (power) tilt will slowly grow with

time due to positive feedback from xenon. About two hours are available

for corrective action before the reactor would have to be shut down.

2.4 SAFETY

The main features of the OCR concept which affect safety are

summarized in this section. The preliminary safety analysis of the

proposed prototype indicates that activity releases would be less than

the maximum allowable limits under all the assumed accident conditions.

2.4.1 Features Which Affect Safety in OCR's

The use of organic cooland and uranium carbide fuel

introduces several unique safety considerations.
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2.4.1.1 Organic Coolant

Flammability

Following a rupture of the primary heat transport system, the

Reactor Building could fill with combustible vapours. If a mixture of

air and vapour were ignited, high building pressures could result. A

fast acting system which disperses a suppressant called Halon (CF3Br)

has been specified to inert the Reactor Building to prevent such fires.

Low concentrations of Halon (approximately 4%) prevent fires.

Higher concentrations are required to suppress them once ignition takes

placed 2). Uncertainties remain in understanding how the suppressant

works and how it suppresses vapour fires. Further work is required in

this area.

Low Saturation Pressure

The coolant saturation pressure is between 350 and 700 kPa

(50-100 psl) over the reactor operating range of 310 to 400°C. It has

been demonstrated by experiment and analysis that the coolant operating

pressure (maximum 2.8 MPa (260 psi)) falls to near saturation values in

less than 50 ms following a major LOCA*. The significance of this is:

1. Coolant is ejected from the primary circuit with a low

driving force, compared to water reactors.

2. Low-pressure emergency coolant can be injected into the

primary circuit almost immediately following a large

rupture.

Loss-of-Coolant Accident
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3. The reactor can be tripped rapidly on a loss-of-pressure

signal•

Voiding Effects and Rate

The organic coolant has a larger reactivity effect than

D2O. Complete voiding of one circuit will insert +27 mk at start-of-

life and +16 mk at equilibrium. The reactivity insertion due to

temperature coefficients Is approximately -0.05 mk per 1% power increase

in the fresh core and approximately +0.02 mk per 1% power increase at

equilibrium. Although the void coefficient is larger for the OCR than

for PHW reactors, the voiding rate is slower. The reactivity insertion

rate following a postulated inlet header rupture and excluding any

shutdown system effects is shown in Figure 5. The first two seconds

comprise the important period in determining the shutdown system

performance requirements.

Heat Exchanger Tube Ruptures

The steam circuit in a 500-MW(e) OCR would be at a much

higher pressure than the primary circuit. If steam generator or

superheater tubes rupture, steam or a steam-water mixture would enter the

primary circuit. To terminate this transient, it is necessary to trip

the reactor, relieve the pressure in the primary circuit surge tank and

blow down the steam circuit through the discharge valves. This is

handled automatically by the reactor system control and piping circuits.

2.4.1.2 Uranium Carbide Fuel

Uranium Carbide Hydrolysis and Oxidation

Uranium carbide hydrolysis may occur in accidents in which

exposed fuel contacts moderator, e.g., pressure and calandria tubes
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rupture. Experiments indicate that hydrolysis takes several hours to

proceed to completion and that the release of radioiodlnes from

Irradiated UC is less than 1.0 percent^).

Uranium carbide oxidizes rapidly in air at temperatures above

800°C. If an end fitting fails and fuel is ejected Into the fuelling

machine vault, a manually activated water spray system will keep it

cool.

Activity releases for accidents Involving UC hydrolysis

and/or oxidation would be well within the allowable limits.

High Thermal Conductivity of Uranium Carbide

Because of its high thermal conductivity, OCR fuel will

operate at a lower average temperature than UO2 fuel. There Is,

therefore, less energy stored in the OCR fuel to affect the course of

events in a LOCA than in U02-fuelled reactors. There is also a larger

margin to the onset of fuel melting with UC fuel.

Fission gas release from IIC fuel Is low due to Its low

operating temperature. It contributes little to fuel Internal pressure

in a LOCA so that the sheaths have to strain only slightly to accommodate

the increase in fission and filling gas volume during a major temperature

increase.

2.4.2 Safety System Performance

2.4.2.1 Shutdown Systems

The reference shutdown systems (liquid shutoff rods and

poison injection into the moderator) were selected in anticipation that
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systems would require fast response and high negative reactivity

insertion rates.

A study of assumed shutdown system characteristics (different

delays and reactivity insertion rates) has shown that for the fresh

500-MW(e) OCR core, the reference systems would have a more than adequate

performance to satisfy the CANDU shutdown philosophy. It also appears

that systems with slower characteristics, i.e., systems similar to the

Bruce gravity rods, would be satisfactory.

The shutdown system requirements for the equilibrium fuel

500-MW(e) OCR core were not studied in detail. However, the fresh fuel

core is expected to determine the requirements since the void coefficient

is much higher.

2.4.2.2 Emergency Core Cooling

Emergency coolant is stored in a pressurized tank which is

connected to the inlet and outlet header through check valves. The check

valves open on loss of pressure in the primary circuit to permit the flow

of emergency coolant. Its flow rate in the core has been calculated

following ruptures of various sizes of the inlet header. A recovery

system collects the coolant discharged into the containment, returns it

to the injection line for recycling through a water-cooled heat

exchanger, sized to remove the decay heat. The proposed emergency

coolant system maintains acceptable flows in the core and keeps fuel

sheath temperatures within acceptable limits for all postulated LOCA.

Fuel and sheath melting will not occur if emergency cooling

is lost because the decay heat can be removed by the moderator system.

The heat is transferred by conduction and thermal radiation from the fuel

to the pressure tube and from the pressure tube to the calandria tube.
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Boiling on the outside of the calandria tube removes this heat. The

maximum temperature reached by the fuel would be about 1400°C. Thus

the moderator system provides an effective back-up heat sink distributed

through the core.

2.A.2.3 Containment

The containment has been designed to limit fission product

release to less than the maximum allowable values. The design pressure

Is 227 kPa (33 psl) and is based on a steam line break in which two

boilers and a superheater are affected.

Coincident rupture of a primary circuit header and a steam

pressure boundary is very unlikely. The maximum resulting containment

pressure would be 315 kPa (45 psi), which would cause cracking, but not

structural failure.

A fast-acting fire suppression system, a high-pressure water

sprinkler system and a building water spray system are provided to

control building pressure and activity release.

In all potential accidents considered, the containment limits

fission product release to less than the allowable limits.

3. TECHNICAL ASSESSMENT

3.1 GENERAL

This section presents a technical assessment of the station

design to identify the technical merits and problems that may be expected

in pursuing the HC—fuelled organic-cooled reactor concept. In carrying
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out the design study, the supporting experimental and design effort has

been expended in sufficient depth to form a sound technical base to

permit the commitment of a prototype station at an early date. In

addition to establishing the reference design, It has been possible to

Identify the engineering and development work that Is needed to support

such a commitment.

3.2 ANTICIPATED ADVANTAGES

As a result of the encouraging development work at WNRE and

successful operating experience with the WR-1 reactor, It was anticipated

that certain advantageous characteristics of the UC-fuelled organic-

cooled reactor concept could be exploited to build a new generation of

nuclear power stations. The development of the reference design has

established that this premise Is correct.

3.2.1 Radiation Exposure to Operating Staff

One of the most attractive features of the concept is the

fact that the heat transport system Is essentially Inactive and Is

tritium free. This has led to a station design with low individual and

total radiation exposures. It should result in a station with higher

reliability and availability since it Is possible to have operating

access to much of the nuclear steam supply equipment.

Table 1 gives the man-rem exposures for WR-1 personnel for the

past 10 years. It should be noted that the data are for external radiation

only; Internal radiation doses have been negligible.

Although the exposures are relatively low, these numbers are

grossly misleading If an attempt is made to use them to estimate expected

exposures In an OCR. Well over 75% of the exposures are directly due to

experimental programs being carried out In WR-1 such as experimental fuel
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TABLE 1

WR-1 MAN-REM EXPOSURES

YEAR

1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
lt.-j
1976
1977
1978

TOTAL EXPOSURE
(rem)

40
57
108
137
74
112
116
73
63
78

EXPOSURE (rent/man)
Ope rat ii. .is

0.6
0.8
1.3
1.4
0.7
0.8
0-9
0.8
0.8
0.7

Maintenance

0.4
0.4
0.6
1.0
0.4
0.8
0.7
0.4
0.3
0.4

RIS

0.2
0.2
0.9
0.7
0.4
0.5
0.7
0.3
0.5
0.4

TABLE 2

MAN-REM ESTIMATES

Heat Transport System - Main Circuit
Heat Transport System - Purification & Auxiliaries
Reactor and Shield Cooling System
Reactivity Devices
Moderator and Moderator Purification Systen.
D2O Management
Fuelling Machine and Auxiliaries
Fuel Transfer and Shuffling Equipment
Building and Services
In-Service Inspection
Contingencies

Total Rem per year

OCR

5
1
3
15
15
7
8
2
4
2
4

66

PHW TYPICAL

135
85
30
15
15
15
65
15
15
40
40

470

Although the 66 r '-a per year is approximate, it is well within the total
allowable radiation exposure for the operators and maintalners required to
run the station.
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and channels, the light-water loop, inserts, etc. Exposures directly

attributable to the operation and maintenance of WR-1 exclusive of

experimental work are at least a factor of 4 less than those in the

table.

The preliminary man-rera survey of the OCR-500 design has been

revised to reflect present day audits of PHW reactors. The assessment is

made on the same basis as the man-rera audits for the PHW 600 CANDU'e with

allowances for differences in size, design and reduced activity associated

with the organic coolant- The man-rem estimate for the station at maturity

is given in Table 2. Typical radiation fields in WR-1 are shown in

Table 3.

TABLE 3

TYPICAL RADIATinN FIELDS IN WR-1

LOCATION

Moderator Room
Primary Pump Heat Exchanger Room
Thermal Shield System Room
Organic Degassing Room
Organic Sampling Room
Light Water Loop Room
Organic Loop Room

GENERAL FIELDS (mrera/h)
Shut Down

10-15
3-5
50
5
1

20-30
5

Operating

150-500
10-15

100-175
15-20

1
300-400
15-20

The advantage of large areas with low radiation and low

tritiv offers benefits in the design and operation of the station. It

permits a relatively open design, unencumbered by many shielding walls or

atmosphere confinements. This provides flexibility in the location of

equipment and in the ability to accommodate changes as the design

progresses. More Importantly, however, it is possible to carry out

inspections and minor maintenance while the station is operating, prepare
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for large maintenance jobs before a shutdown, and perform maintenance

without the encumbrance of plastic suits and respirators and without having

to change personnel because of exposure limits.

It is possible to more closely approach the operating and

maintenance routines and schedules of conventional generating stations. The

ability to "get at the job" results In better reliability and availability.

3.2.2 Tritium Exposures to Operating Staff

A significant portion of the radiation exposure in a PHW reactor

is due to internal doses from tritium. In WR-1 the moderator system (the

only source of tritium) operates at low temperature and pressure so that

heavy water losses to the atmosphere are ninimal during operation and '

maintenance work is relatively easy to carry out- After over 13 years of

operation and a tritium concentration of about 9 Ci/L In the moderator,

personnel exposure to tr'~ium has been minimal.

The OCR with a moderator system similar to WR-1 is not expected

to have operating problems due to staff exposure to tritium.

3.2.3 Coolant Operating Temperature

The relatively high operating temperature of the organic coolant

results in a high net station efficiency for a nuclear plant. The Impact on

the station is mainly economic, being reflected in a lower capital cost than

that of a less efficient plant.

Associated with the higher operating temperature are improved

steam conditions [10.86 MPa (1575 psi) and 375°C] for the turbine which

avoid some of the saturated-steam turbine problems.
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3.2.4 Coolant Cost

In addition to a substantial reduction in capital cost

associated with a relatively low-cost coolant (approximately $2.20/kg vs.

$27O/kg for D2O), the necessity for welded instead of mechanical seal

joints, high-integrity confinement barriers and complex recovery systems is

reduced. The greater freedom In design arrangement when coolant costs do

not place a high premium on system compactness is an additional benefit.

3.2.5 Coolant Vapour Pressure

Due to the low vapour pressure of the coolant (350 to 700 kPa)

(50 - 100 psi) at the operating temperature, the required heat transport

system operating pressure is relatively low (2.1 MPa) (300 psi). This is

particularly Important because the organic coolant absorbs more neutrons

than D2O. The low pressure permits the use of a relatively thin-walled

pressure tube which offsets to some degree the absorption of the coolant. A

further benefit of the low vapour pressure is the rapid depressuriEation and

relatively slow voiding of the core during a major loss-of-coolant

accident. This materially reduces the void reactivity effect and was

discussed more fully in Section 2.4.1.

Another Important feature of the low vapour pressure of a

coolant is that it is possible to provide a relatively low-pressure

"on-line" emergency core cooling system which introduces coolant into the

core within seconds of a major rupture.

Operation of WR-1 indicates the following process equipment

advantages:

1. Valves seldom leak. Out of approximately 850 valves in the WR-1

system less than 5% have required new packing or gaskets in over 13

years of station operation.
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2. Pump seals have a long life. In WR-1 they are replaced on a

two-year cycle on a preventive maintenance schedule. Primary

hsat-transport pumps In WR-1 have operated very reliably for over

13 years.

The low outlet pressure should make sealing of the channel

during on-power fuel changing easier. Preliminary tests on typical seals

for on-power fuelling machines confirm this. The reduced wall thickness of

primary system components should make fabrication and inspection easier.

3.2.6 Hon-Corrosive Coolant

During the operation of WR-1, there has been no evidence of

corrosion of any mechanical components in the primary coolant. In 1978,

two of the main heat exchangers developed internal leaks. In both cases

the leaks were caused by corrosion of the tubes by the cooling water on

the secondary side. Neither heat exchanger showed any signs of wear or

pitting and no fouling film on the primary side was evident. In fact the

primary side of the tube bundle was washed with solvent for examination

and had to be re-wetted with organic to prevent oxidation of the carbon

steel tubes. There has been no evidence of pitting of valve stems or

seats and no signs of erosion at pipe bends or Tee's- It is noted that

this freedom from corrosion will contribute to long component life, a

reduced maintenance requirement and increased plant availability.

Although the CANDU-OCR has the same secondary side corrosion problems as

other reactors, the non-corrosive nature of the primary coolant and the

absence of an activity transport problem (low radiation fields) makes the

material choice options broader than in most systems.
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3.2.7 Tolerance to Deviations from Nominal Operating Conditions

An important feature of the CANDU-OCR is its ability to

withstand fairly wide deviations from nominal operating conditions. The

coolant operates well within any burnout or cokeout* heat flux

limitation. The result of a high-power or low-flow perturbation is an

increase in coolant and sheath temperatures. Increased sheath

temperatures result in an increased hydriding rate which reduces fuel

life in the long term but the deviant condition can persist for several

weeks without having a significant effect on fuel cycle economics.

Increased coolant temperatures result in increased

decompositon rates. If the condition is localized, it has an

insignificant economic impact. This tolerance to deviations permits

setting high-power, high-temperature and low-flow trips well away from

operating conditions. The ability to tolerate large perturbations would

be of particular advantage while returning to power during the xenon

poison transient that follows a trip or shutdown.

3.2.8 Unique Characteristics of UC Fuel

The behaviour of UC fuel differs from that of the UO2 fuel

used in most commercial power reactors in a number of ways which are

important to the performance and safety of an organic-cooled reactor.

Some of these are:

1. Only a very small fraction (0.1%) of the fission gases

generated within UC fuel are released under normal operating

conditions.

The point at which coolant impurities start to plate out on a heat
transfer surface which results in increased pressure drop, a reduction
in heat transfer, a further increase in surface temperature and more
impurity plate out.
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2. The high thermal conductivity of the UC fuel reduces the fuel

temperatures to values much below those normally encountered

in U0 2 fuel.

3. Although UC reacts with water, only approximately IX of the

radioiodines are released in the process.

4. The distortion of UC with irradiation is small, isotropic, and

leaves the fuel relatively free from cracks.

The extremely low fission gas release virtually eliminates

the problems associated with accommodating these gases and minimizing the

pressures they generate, which are a feature of UO2 fuels. The

existence of these released gases within fuel elements contributes to a

number of failure mechanisms, and reducing the gas to a low level results

in more failure-resistant fuel. Released gas within fuel elements is

also an important consideration in the behaviour of fuel during

accidents, and reducing this is an important consideration.

The very low release of fission gases from UC also results in

very low inventories of those species important in causing stress

corrosion cracking in fuel cladding (in particular, I and Cs). This,

when combined with the different behaviour of I and Cs, the greater

ductility of the zirconium alloy cladding at the higher cladding

temperatures in organic-cooled fuel, and the freedom from stress-raising

cracks, results in UC fuel being free from the power-boost failure

mechanism which limits fuel-management flexibility in most UC^-fuelled

reactors. This has been borne out by experience with UC fuel in WR-1

during the past six years.

The low operating temperature of UC fuel means that the

energy stored in that fuel is much lower than in UO2 fuel. Therefore,

the stored energy which must be dissipated in a LOCA is much reduced.
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The low release of radionuclides from UC during worst

possible accidents is an important safety consideration.

3.2.9 Failed-Fuel Detection

A simple, reliable and proven falled-fuel detection system Is

available based on the WR-1 design. This system, in which a small sample

flow from each outlet feeder is led past a geiger detector, is effective

and relatively inexpensive.

3.2.10 Shutdown System Ho. 1 (Liquid Poison In Tubes)

In the original design concept for the 500-MW(e) OCR,

horizontal shutdown tubes were used. Since that time, vertical s'mtdown

tubes have been proven by Ontario Hydro and it is expected that this

design would be incorporated into the CANDU-OCR.

3.3 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

As a result of the design study, It is possible to assess

certain features which are important to the organic-cooled reactor

concept and its development. These have been Investigated experimentally

and/or analytically in sufficient detail that their significance to the

reference design is well established.

3.3.1 Void Reactivity Effects

In non-enriched uranium reactors, two coolant characteristics

determine the ease with which the reactor can be shut down should coolant

be lost from the core. These are:

1. The reactivity effect of the coolant.
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2. The rate at which coolant can be expelled from the core.

Using an hydrogenous coolant leads to a relatively large

positive reactivity effect on voiding which, for the 500-MW(e) OCR

design, ranges from 49 mk (fresh fuel,zero power) to 34 mk (equilibrium

fuel, r'ull power). This has been reduced to 27 mk and 16 mk,

respectively, by dividing the heat transport system into two circuits,

interlacing the feeders and limiting the failure to only one circuit.

The voiding rate was not known at the start of the design.

Prior to the study, experimental and analytical programmes had commenced

at WNRE to provide the necessary information. For design purposes, the

study assumed water reactor voiding rates and relatively fast shutdown

systems. Subsequently the experimental work established, with reasonable

certainty, that organic coolant core voiding rates were significantly

slower than those for an equivalent water system. The slower rates would

allow reasonable flexibility in choosing shutdown system rates.

The coolant blowdown work at WNRE studied thoroughly the

effects of variations in coolant composition, geometry, break size and

heating rates. Analytical models to predict voiding rates were developed

and confirmed at a small scale. The effect of scale has not been checked

experimentally but this is not expected to alter the results

significantly.

3.3.2 Power Coefficients

With fresh fuel, the reactor has a negative power coefficient

which changes to a slightly positive coefficient at equilibrium.

Analysis of the reactor control system indicates that the reactor Is

controllable and that adequate response would be achieved with PHW-type

reactor control systems•
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3.3.3 Containment

Two approaches to containment were studied for the reference

design:

1. "Close" containment, where only the reactor, feeder/headers and

fuelling machine are located inside containment and the heat

transport system and auxiliary equipment are located in a

conventional building.

2. Total containment where the reactor, main heat transport system

and fuelling machine are all located within containment.

The "close" containment concept exploited the low activity of

the heat transport system and offered the possibility of operational

accessibility to equipment and lower containment costs. This approach

was not adopted as it was found necessary to impose unacceptable

complexity to the design (quick closing isolating valves, on-line

coolers, high-pressure containment) to ensure that accident activity

releases would be acceptable.

In the selection of the conventional containment approach two

important features of the uranium carbide organic-cooled reactor concept

are coolant flammability and uranium carbide-water reactions. These are

discussed below.

3.3.3.1 Coolant Flammability

The coolant is flammable and can, if mixed in appropriate

proportions with air, be ignited producing a rapid fire (deflagration)

which results in a pressure transient. The containment is not designed

for the theoretical maximum pressure and so large-scale vapour combustion

must be prevented.
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No serious fires have occurred in WR-1 since startup. An

occasional minor smoldering fire has occurred by auto-ignition of organic-

soaked insulation> These have been easily controlled, requiring

replacement of the insulation only. Some large spills of organic coolant

at high temperature have occurred from equipment failures and one of

these did result in a fire. In 1973 December, the bearing housing on the

"C" circuit primary pump failed. This led to the pump shaft breaking,

the pump seal failing, and allowed coolant at about 3AO°C to leak into

the room and fill it with a dense vapour. The pump stopped almost

Immediately but the motor side of the broken shaft continued to turn and

the friction between the two pieces of the broken shaft ignited the

organic. The fire water sprinkler system extinguished the fire and

although the room was filled with vapour, the only evidence of fire was

immediately around the pump. The insulation on the pump and adjacent

piping was replaced, the spill cJaaned up, the pump repaired and the

circuit returned to service.

Continuous inerting of the containment atmosphere is

undesirable because of the inconvenience to normal operation. To protect

against normal fires, an industrial high-pressure water sprinkler system

is provided. In addition, a Halon-1301 fire suppression system is

provided to prevent Ignition of organic vapour by rapidly inerting the

containment atmosphere. This system is activated by a rise In contain-

ment atmosphere temperature and opacity.

Experiments have confirmed that the Halon concentrations

required for inerting are around 4%. However, significantly higher

concentrations are required to quench an organic fire once ignited.

Should ignition occur, the water sprinkler system will attenuate any

subsequent pressure rise due to deflagration. Further experimental and

analytical work is necessary to clarify the quenching process and provide

data for detailed design.
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3.3.3.2 Uranium Carbide-Water Reactions

Irradiated uranium carbide, if not cooled, oxidizes and

releases Its fission product burden to the air. When cooled with water

it hydrolizes to produce principally methane and hydrogen^,6).

Most of the fission products remain with the disintegrated fuel and

water. Approximately IX of the radlolodlne species present in the

hydrolized fuel may be released to the air, primarily as CH3l(3).

This fact Is used in the analysis of some accidents (pressure tube

failure, fuel ejected from a channel, fuelling machine failure) where the

containment has also been assumed to fail. In order -tisfy the

allowable release limits for dual failures, credit is taken for the low

releases from the water. The retention mechanism is not understood and

further work must be carried out to explain and verify this phenomenon.

In the above accidents, the maximum releases are from the

escaping noble gases and are still within regulatory limits.

3.3.3.3 Boiler Tube Leaks and Failure

Tube Leaks

Under normal secondary side chemistry conditions, a small

tube leak results in an ingress of water or steam into the heat

transport system without any significant upset or penalty to the station.

The water is removed by normal purification methods. The higher

secondary pressure may also be advantageous in closing any tube cracks.

Leakage of secondary fluid, with a high level of chlorides, cannot be

tolerated in the organic coolant for any length of time. Consequently,

chemistry control is important if operation with small leaks is necessary

and if fouling and corrosion of the tubes is to be minimized.
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Tube Failure

The rupture of a boiler tube causes hot high-pressure water

to flow as flashed steam and water Into the organic circuit where it

raises the system pressure. To accommodate this with an acceptable

pressure rise and without losing coolant circulation by steam blanketing

of the pumps, It Is necessat/ to trip the reactor, expel coolant to the

surge tank and reduce secondary side pressure by steam discharge to the

atmosphere. A further detailed analysis of this transient is required to

confirm the acceptability of the consequences.

3.3.4 Fuel

In an organic-cooled reactor, where resistance to aqueous

corrosion is not required, UC Is preferred to UO2 because of its 30%

higher uranium density and sixfold greater thermal conductivity. These

improvements allow operation at higher power density, which results In a

reduction In reactor size and a reduction In capital cost.

UO2 was originally selected as the frel for the HR-1

organic-cooled reactor. However, experience with UO2 has not been good

in comparison with UC''), or UO2 in water-cooled reactors.

The behaviour of organic-cooled UO2 fuel elements differs

significantly from that of water-cooled elements because of the lower

system pressure and higher cladding temperatures. The fuel swells more

rapidly because neither the system pressure nor the cladding strength is

able to exert sufficient restraint. Uso, the higher fuel temperature

causes higher fission gas release than in PHW fuel. Unless there are

large voids to accommodate the gas, the differential pressure across the

cladding falls, resulting in some separation between the fuel and

cladding and the fuel-to-cladding heat transfer coefficient is reduced.
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This situation is unstable and the high internal pressure eventually

causes a failure at a hot spot where diametral growth, bowing, or surface

deposits have restricted coolant flow. The burnup at which this occurs

depends on the element design, its power, and the coolant temperature.

Experimental irradiations have shown that the performance of

UO2 in organic coolant can be Improved by the use of:

- stronger cladding (thicker or heat-treated) to reduce clad

strain,

- inter-pellet graphite discs to reduce the fuel temperature,

and,

- Internal voidage to accommodate swelling and fission gas.

More work is required to determine If these design features would provide

sufficient Improvement in UO2 fuel performance for It to be even

considered as a practical fuel for a CANDU-OCR.

Experimental Irradiations have deoaonsCrated that UC can

operate satisfactorily at the nominal maximum element heat ritlng of

88 kW/m. It has also been shown that the fuel can operate at ratings

of at least 120 kW/m for significant periods without excessive fuel

swelling or fission gas release, and is very tolerant to thermal cycling

and flux peaking effects. Prototypical 36-element bundles were

irradiated successfully to burnups approaching 300 MWh/kg U with

negligible fission gas release and small dimensional changes, but a

demonstration irradiation of the reference 18-eleraent design remains to

be done.

The WR-1 reactor driver fuel was changed to UC beginning in

1973, and more than 400 UC bundles have been irradiated. Performance has

been excellent, with only two defects occurring to date. The reference

burnup is 360 MWh/kg U. The attainable burnup is limited only by axial

growth of the bundles, hydrlding of the cladding, and fouling. These
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effects can be minimized by judicious design and coolant chemistry

control.

Considerable experience has been gained In handling a variety

of fuel designs used in WR-1, particularly when "shuffling" the fuel

bundles on their central support tubes midway through their ln-reactor

life. The only significant problem resulted from hydrogen migration to

the end plates of some bundles, causing embrlttlement and breakage. The

problem was solved by simple changes in design of the bundled).

UC has been produced commercially in Canada since 1963, and

approximately 11 Mg have been manufactured to date. A larger scale

production facility was installed at Eldorado Nuclear Limited In 1972-74

to produce up to 82 Mg/a of natural UC. This would enable production of

the first fuel charge for a 500-MW(e) reactor within two years. A firm

base exists for any further expansion that might be required If there

were a committment to build a CANDU-OCR

3.3.5 Falled-Fuel Detection

A reliable detection system Is required in the CAN!)U-OCR

because defected fuel deteriorates with time, tt may deteriorate so that

removal from the reactor becomes difficult or fission products are

released to the system. The fr""l deteriorates due to internal hydriding

of the fuel cladding, hydrogen being produced by decomposition of the

coolant which enters through the defect. The rate of deterioration is a

function of the size and type of defect and current Information Indicates

that even with the worst type of defect It would take several weeks

for deterioration to become serious. Nevertheless the defect must be

detected. Since the rate of fission gas release from UC fuel Is low,only

small signals are available. Fortunately the background radiation from
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the coolant is also low. When the WR-1 driver fuel was changed from

UO2 to UC in 1973, a number of modifications and improvements were made

to the existing reactor falled-fuel detection system. Although the

Incidence of fuel defects with UC has been very low, the activity release

rates were sufficient for detection of the failures. The activity levels

In the coolant circuits remained low following the Initial defect signal

and the fuel was operated until the next scheduled reactor shutdown

before removal.

3.4 LICENSING

Since the OCR concept is relatively new to most licensing

authorities, licensing would require extensive interaction with these

authorities to work out a set of OCR specific guidelines within the

overall safety philosophy. Many areas are common between the CANDU-OCR

and CANDU-PHW; in these areas, the OCR has followed the PHW safety

philosophy and guidelines. Attention wojld therefore focus on those

aspects which differed from more familiar systems. These are:

1. The positive coolant void effect is larger than usual and

Imposes severe demands on the shutdown systems. This effect is

less severe in an enriched system.

2. The multi-component coolant is unusual and its behaviour in

accidents poses unusual situations such as slower voiding and

the need for fire suppression.

3. Operating experience and particularly accident experience with

uranium carbide fuel Is not as extensive worldwide as with oxide

or metal fuel.

4. The fact that the secondary side pressure exceeds that on the
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primary side is unusual and introduces a new accident situation

(boiler tube(s) failure).

5. Uranium carbide fuel retainE a larger fraction of volatile

fission products within the fuel material and the inventory of

released fission gases is one tc two orders of magnitude lower

In carbide compared to the oxide fuel. This, combined with

lower fuel temperatures in accidents, implies lower releases to

containment.

6. Since there is no significant quantity of water present in the

primary cooling system, this precludes the strongly exothermic

Zr-H20 chemical reaction at high temperature making it easier

to cool the fuel in loss-of-coolant accidents.

Each of the negative aspects has been considered in detail

during the design study and none appears to present any baste feasibility

or technology problem. Because of their uniqueness though, ench would

require further detailed study during the pre-design and design stages.

Licensing an OCR presents a set of somewhat different

problems compared with other systems but these are neither easier nor

more difficult than those associated with another system.

4. DEVELOPMENT

4.1 DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENTS

A prototype station could be committed at an early date, with

a high degree of certainty that It would be as economical and reliable as

a PHW plant. However, further development work would be necessary during

the design of the prototype station to assure high performance.
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Additional studies of fire suppression, UC reactions with air

and water, 18-element fuel, and fouling in low-flow channels will be

necessary to confirm the prototype design. While alternative means of

handling these problems are available, they would necessitate major changes

In the prototype design, and must be settled before detailed engineering is

started.

The development work required is outlined in the following

sections.

4.2 BASIC TECHNOLOGY

4.2.1 Reactor Physics

The reactor physics work done to date in the reference design

study is adequate to ensure that the reactor can run with natural uranium

and will give acceptable fuelling costs. However, this study, along with

several others, has shown a need for more sophisticated reactor physics

codes to predict the behaviour of systems using coolants and fuels other

than D2O and natural uranium. Work has continued on the development of

the necessary generic codes and data.

Prior to commissioning other prototype reactors, a clean,

cold, critical test was done in the ZED-2 test facility using fuel from

the production runs in the fabrication plants. Similar tests would be

desirable for a CANDU-OCR.
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4.2.2 Reactor Systems

4.2.2.1 Heat Transfer Limitations

Although the OCR station would operate well below any heat

transfer limitation, it is necessary to establish more accurately where

the limits are and how they are affected by coolant composition. The

envelope of conditions under which simmering, burnout and coke-out can

occur should be accurately established to permit more accurate design for

accident conditions.

4.2.2.2 Fouling Behaviour in Low-Flow Channels

In an OCR nearly two-thirds of the channels are in the low-

power zone outside the central flattened power region and those channels

produce just over half the total power. To achieve the same temperature

rise (AT) across the core, the flow to the low-power channels would have

to be restricted in proportion to the power generated. This procedure

would lead to low average coolant velocities compared to the reference

central channel; in some channels these velocities are as low as 4 m/s.

The reference coolant velocity in WR-1 channels is

approximately 9 m/s. Several channels have operated to a minimum of

7.5 m/s for long periods with no indication on the fuel of increased

deposition of fouling films. To gain experience with much lower coolant

velocities, several fuels have been irradiated in WR-1 with an average

coolant velocity of approximately 3.0 and 4.8 m/s. At these lower

velocities fouling deposition increased and some fuels failed before

design burnup was reached. These experiments were terminated with the

conclusion that coolant velocities below 5.0 m/s are not acceptable in

the standard cluster design of bundles in which sub-channels with

uncertain velocities exist.
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The problem of low coolant velocities in some channels of the

OCR core may be overcome by specifying a minimum acceptable velocity based

on long-term WR-1 experience. For example, if 7.0 m/s is chosen as the

minimum average coolant velocity, the outer 92 would operate with this

velocity and a AT of 72°C instead of the required 90°C. This reduced AT

would be compensated for by operating the other sites with a AT of about

96°C. In these channels the outlet temperature would be 406°C. WR-1

"A" circuit successfully operated for 7 years (1970-1977) with some channels

having outlet temperatures of over 410°C.

4.2.2.3 Shutdown System No. 1 (Liquid Poison in Tubes)

The technology of this system was developed in Italy and by

AECL under contract to Ontario Hydro. Using this technology as a base,

it would be possible to custom design a system for an OCR. It would be

necessary to build a full—sized section of the system to demonstrate its

rate and capability.

4.2.2.4 Shutdown System No. 2 (Bulk Poison in Moderator)

This system is based on the Bruce Nuclear Generating Station

design. However, the poison storage flasks will be under the reactor,

with short pipes to vertical perforated tubes in the calandria. The rate

and capability of this system must be established as well as the

transient pressures in the calandrlI.

4.2.2.5 Zone Controls

In the zone control system proposed for the OCR, water flows

into each zone from above, and drains out of the bottom of the zone. The

stability and response rate of this system must be established.
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4.2.2.6 Fuelling Machine

Performance tests will be required on commercial components

operating in hot organic coolant. The complete fuelling machine and its

control system will also recuire testing.

4 2.3 Fire Suppression

From the test work done, it is clear that a much more basic

understanding of the fire suppression mechanism is required before we can

be certain that the Halon-1301 system will provide adequate protection

against vapour fires. Fundamental studies would have to be resumed and

scale effects investigated. Alternative solutions to the potential

combustion accident would also be considered.

4.2.4 Accident Behaviour

4.2.4.1 Blowdown Experiments

The experimental work that has been done to validate the

blowdown program his been quite extensive and gives a high degree of

confidence in the blowdown rates used in the study. However, to date all

experiments have been done in a loop of 1/10-scale based on channel

power. Greater assurance, particularly of scale effects, could be

obtained by conducting a broader range of tests on a larger-scale loop.

4.2.4.2 Fuel Performance Under Transient Conditions

Because of a lack of knowledge of fuel performance under

transient conditions, a conservative approach has been taken in several

areas of design. Improved fuel performance models are required to allow

more accurate predictions of fuel behaviour under both normal and

transient conditions.
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4.2.4.3 UC Reactions with Air and Water

Initial test work indicates low releases of iodine and other

fission products during UC-water reactions(^). Releases in UC-air

reaction are also low as long as the fuel is kept below 1000°C. The

containment system is based on these data and some changes in the

containment scheme might be necessary if much larger fission product

releases were possible. Further work is required in this area.

4.3 REACTOR

4.3.1 Pressure Tubes

The factors affecting tube life are radial creep and the

rate of hydriding of the Zr-2.5% Nb pressure tube. Current

information indicates that it will take about 14 years at full power for

the radial creep to reach the allowable creep limit of 3% at the worst

point in the channel. This limit is dictated by the need to maintain

adequate subchannel flow in the fuel and to prevent local cokeout.

Consequently, we anticipate changing the tubes once during the reactor

life. Although this is not likely to add significantly to the average

cost of power, it means that the reactor must be designed for easy tube

replacement. This tends to dictate single-ended refuelling but allows

the economies of shop fabrication of the pressure tubes. Concern over

sag dictates a vertical orientation and economics dictate refuelling from

the top.

Based on present knowledge, the use of hydrogen sinks placed

on the inside of each joint will keep the hydrogen concentration in the

rolled joints to a level where hydrogen in the balance of the pressure

tube becomes the limiting factor. Experience with WR-1 has demonstrated

that tubes will operate safely with hydrogen levels of 1300 Mg/g. At a
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temperature of 400°C this level would be reached in 24 years. The

limiting factor on tube life is imposed by radial creep. Some detailed

redesign of the pressure tube will be required to eliminate the possibility

of cold spots causing local hydride blister formation.

Existing proven technology will allow operation at an outlet

temperature of 400°C with only one pressure tube change in the reactor

lifetime. An increase in operating temperature could potentially be

accommodated by increasing the frequency of pressure tube changes,

pressurizing the pressure tube/calandria tube annulus or by using higher-

strength alloys.

4.3.2 Fuel Channel Assembly

Basic design of the channel has been established. Further

development and testing of end fittings, rolled joints and spacers will

be required before detailed design can be completed and verification

tests on full-scale channels with fuel strings would be required.

The design is based on bolted joints between the upper end

fitting and the outlet feeders. A welded joint is indicated between the

upper end fitting and the upper end shield. It would be desirable to use

welded joints in both these locations. Current welding techniques would

need to be adapted for these applications.

4.4 PRIMARY HEAT TRANSPORT SYSTEM

4.4.1 Primary Heat-Transport Pumps

It will be possible to specify and order these pumps without

doing any development work. A full flow test of the first pump produced

will be carried out by the manufacturer in a special test loop, probably

at his establishment.
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4.4.2 Isolating and Control Valve Testing

While there is enough experience with these valves in WR-1 to

specify requirements, it would be desirable to thermocycle representative

large and small valves in a test facility.

4.4.3 Eoiler Tests

Enough data are available to permit the design of a

conventional U-tube boiler. If a once-through boiler design is adopted,

testing may be necessary to prove the mechanical, hydraulic and thermal

design features if they are novel.

4.4.4 Clay Columns

Full-scale tests of new designs would be desirable if the

prototype is of different design or scale from WR-1.

4.5 WASTE MANAGEMENT

Waste management facilities would, in general, be similar to

those now in use at PHW stations. Low-activity, solid combustible wastes

would either be incinerated, or compacted and stored in engineered

structures for future retrieval for incineration. Incinerator ash would

be immobilized and stored in engineered structures. Non-combustible

solid wastes, and solid wastes with activity levels too high for

incineration would be stored in engineered structures, with compaction

used to reduce the volume where feasible. Development work associated

with the current PHW reactor program, directed at immobilization and

interim, retrievable storage of reactor wastes, followed by disposal in

geologic formations, would be equally applicable to an organic-cooled

reactor for these waste forms.
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Organic liquid wastes (i.e., used or leaked coolant, or liquid

decomposition products) which can not be recycled can be burned to produce

process heat.

Any Attapulgus clay which cannot be recycled will have to be

stored retrievably. It would be desireable to minimize such amounts and,

from a pollution point of view, to demonstrate methods of burning high

boilers in a smoke-free way. Development work would be required in these

two areas.

4.6 FUEL HANDLING

4.6.1 Fuel Channel Closure

An acceptable closure has been developed at WNRE and is

proposed for use in the prototype. Alternative mechanisms should be

developed to determine if lower-cost closures are feasible. If possible,

the hard facing now required on the end fittings should be eliminated.

4.6.2 Fuel String Hardware

This work can be carried out in combination with fuel channel

development. Work will determine an acceptable design and obtain data on

vibration, pressure drop and friction forces. The need for close

guidance of the fuel string in the fuelling machine and the shuffling

capability of the hardware will be determined.

4.6.3 Fuelling Machine

Performance tests will be carried out on commercial

components (ball bearings, shaft seals, disc valves, etc.) working in
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hot organic coolant. The complete fuelling machine and Its control system

will also be tested.

4.6.4 Enriched High-Burnup Fuel, Growth and Handling

Axial expansion of UC fuel has created some difficulty with a

number of fuel assemblies in WR-1; the elongations had been sufficient to

take up any allowances provided in the central support tube assembly. This

has on occasion made it difficult to disassemble a fuel string in the

hot-cells since the spring at the end of the assembly has been completely

compressed.

High-burnup fast-neutron fuels, enriched to approximately

5 wt% 235(j i n total 0, and larger-diameter fuel elements, which are used

as standard WR-1 driver fuels and which would be used In a power reactor,

can be expected to show element elongations of up to approximately 27..

Lower values of elongation can be expected with deductions in fuel sheath

temperatures.

In a power reactor the sheath temperatures of the fuel in any one

string will vary over a range, so that the predicted total elongation in

each assembly will usually be below the value of 2% quoted above. No

problems from either operation of the fuel, or handling (for example, at

intermediate fuel shuffles) are anticipated. The fuel-string hardware would

be designed to account or fuel elongation when in-reactor, and would

incorporate a spacer or other design feature to permit adjustment at

intermediate fuel shuffles.
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4.7 FUEL

4.7.1 18-Element Fuel

An 18-element bundle Is the preferred design for natural

uranium fuelled OCRs. In the original OCR development program the

reference fuel design was a 36-eleraent bundle, and prototypes were

successfully Irradiated to burnups approaching 300 MWh/kg U.

However, during the late stages of the OCR design study, It was found

that start-up reactivity would be marginal with this type of bundle,

and also that the total unit energy costs (TUEC) with an 18-element

bundle would be marginally lower. Consequently the reference bundle

design was changed. All of the basic requirements of the 18-element

design (surface heat flux, fuel rating, and fuel swelling at the

reference centre temperature) have been demonstrated in various WR-1

irradiations. Also, twenty 8-element bundles have been irradiated In

WR-1 with Identical element design features to the elements In the

reference 18-element bundle. However, an irradiation of the complete

reference 18-eleraent bundle has not been done and would still be

required. A six-bundle fuel string of the reference design was

manufactured and is available for a demonstration irradiation.

4.7.2 36-Element Fuel

For enriched OCRs using smaller, higher power density cores,

the 36-element bundle is the preferred design. Prototype OCR

irradiations have been done with this bundle design, but most experience

has been derived from the use of this element design in the 14-element

bundle used as driver fuel in WR-1. However, the reference bundle

performance has not been demonstrated to the higher burnups required in

such systems (approximately 450 MWh/kg U ) . This Is not expected to be a

problem from a fuel swelling point of view, but the increased residence

time required to reach the higher burnup will result In a greater
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integrated hydrogen ingress into the bundle cladding which will have to

be accommodated in a larger sink-wire capacity. This should be possible

because the enriched system is relatively insensitive to fuel element

spacing, and the spacing can be Increased to accommodate larger

sink wires tf this proves necessary. Since this Is outside current

experience, a demonstration irradiation would be required.

4.7.3 Fuel Fabrication CoBts

The fuel fabrication costs used in the assessment of fuelling

costs for this report are based on standard fuel costing methods

developed for UO2 fuel. Bundle carcass costs and uranJum costs will be

the same as for UO2 fuel, except for a small extra incremental cost for

Zr-2.5% Nb alloy in place of Zircsloy-4 and a small cost for the

attachment of the required sink wires. The only uncertainty is in the

cost of manufacturing UC. The larger production facilities for nat-'-al

UC which were installed at Eldorado Nuclear Ltd. in 1972-74 were never

operated at full capacity to generate reliable UC production cost data.

However, the UC manufacturing cost is a relatively small percentage of

the total fuel bundle cost.

5. VARIATIONS ON THE REFERENCE DESIGN

5.1 EKRICHED URANIUM VS NATURAL URANIUM

5.1.1 General Considerations

The use of enrichment provides a more flexible system than

that available with the natural UC-fuelled system. As described in
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Section 2.3.2.2, exit burnups are calculated to be In the range of only 115

to 140 MWh/kg U for the reference 500-MW(e) OCR with adjuster rods for xenon

poison override. Because of the premium on neutron economy, the reference

design is baBed on a moderator purity of 99.95 vtZ D2Û, 18-element fuel

with minimum fuel element spacing, and a core having 286-tnm lattice pitch

with a 600-mm relector. With enrichment, there Is not such a premium on

neutron economy, and so the design can be based on a standard moderator

purity of 99.8 wtX D2O, a 36-element bundle with increased element

spacing, and a core with reduced lattice pitch and reflector thickness to

reduce the D2O requirements. The D2O inventory can be further reduced

If the core power density is increased so that fewer fuel sites are required

for a specified total power output. Because of the relaxation in the

constraints that apply to the system, detailed optimization studies should

lead to a higher net station efficiency. It should also be possible to

obtain other advantages; for example, the power coefficient Is likely to be

zero or negative in the optimum enriched system.

5.1.2 Summary of Natural and Enriched Systems Assessed

Detailed optimization studies were not carried out in support

of this report, although a number of natural and enriched cases were

selected for analysis to confirm that previous conclusions were still

valid. The enriched systems were conservatively chosen on the basis that

only Zr-2.5X Nb clad UC fuel would be considered, since there is

considerable experience with this fuel in WR-1, and very little

experience with stainless steel clad UC fuel. Due to the longer dwell

times for the enriched fuel, a reduction in maximum sheath temperature to

approximately 460°C was also imposed. This may be excessively

conservative since the enriched system allows the use of larger hydrogen

sink wires, which might make operation at the 485°C maximum sheath

temperature of the natural UC system viable for the longer dwell times In
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the enriched system. Graded-enrichment bundles were also not considered,

since it was felt they introduced an added complexity into fuel fabrication,

and into certain safety analysis considerations. A maximum coolant velocity

of 15 m/s was used for the enriched cases.

The reference reactor uses adjuster rods for xenon poison

override. These tend to flatten the axial power distribution, however, and

it appeared that there would be little difference between the natural UC

cases and the low-enrichment cases with higher exit burnups; with a simple

multi-bundle, a biaxial fuel shifting strategy could be used for both

systems. A value of 0.7 for the axial form factor was thus used for all

cases. Radial form factors of 0.8 for 500-MW(e) and 0.85 for the larger

1200-MW(e) reactors were used. Again, these are typical of natural uranium

reactors with adjuster rodt..

A major consideration for the enriched system with Its higher

burnups is the channel power peaking factor^8) after refuelling.

This is defined^8) as:

CPPF
Max t w l l > t

i TA W(i)

where CPPF = channel power peaking factor

W(i,t) => the power of channel i at time t

TA W(i> = the power of channel I from a reference

time - averaged power distribution.

M a xW(I,t) = Maximum value of W(i,t) with respect to time.

(JC fuel is known Eo be tolerant to power boosts, and sheath

temperatures above the nominal maximum value are not a concern if the

duration is not excessive (hydriding is a time-temperature dependent
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phenomenon). As well, the use of organic coolant removes some of the

constraints associated with local channel overpower in a PHW reactor

(reduced critical power ratio, Increased exit quality of the coolant).

However, large perturbations In the reactor power distribution will still

Impose a severe demand on the capabilities of the regional overpower

protection system- It was thus decided to minimize the CPPF by using a

smaller number of bundles per fuel shift in the enriched "£Be. The

correlation u s e d W w a 8 developed for UO2 reactors and for

enrichments slightly less than the 1.4 vt% used in this study; however, it

was considered that the results would be adequate for the comparisons

required. Because of the low fuel burnup in the natural system, an

8-bundle shift was selected as the reference value to minimize the

requirements on fuelling machine usage. In the enriched system a

2-bundle shift results in similar, or slightly higher, fuelling machine

usage, while a 4-bundle shift results in a significant reduction.

The CPPF factors were evaluated with the correlation^")

for these cases, with the following results:

CASE

Natural

Natural

1.4 wt% enriched

1.4 wtX enriched

BUNDLES SHIFTED

8

8

4

2

BURNUP

(MWh/kg U)

120

180

480

480

CPPF

1.065

1.097

1.32

1.091

Four-bundle shifts with the enriched system result in a substantially

higher CPPF, which would require detailed evaluation as to whether or not

it was acceptable. Two-bundle shifts appear to be compatible with the

values resulting fron eight-bundle shifts in the natural system, and will

not have a significant difference in fuelling machine usage.
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With the above general constraints, the following cases were

A. 500-MW(e) Reactors

Al. Reference 500-MW(e) design, with axial form factor

of 0.7, and bundle linear power of 15.6 kW/cm

(1200-MW(e) OCR "alue) corresponding to 95 kW/m

maximum element rating, coolant velocity of 11.5 m/s

to maintain 485°C sheath maximum temperature.

A2. Equivalent reactor, but with 1.4 wt% enriched fuel

in a 36-element bundle, lattice pitch reduced to

228.6 mm, and reflector thickness to 400 mm.

A3. Similar to A2, except power density increased to the

maximum f-jr a coolant velocity of 15 m/s. The

maximum sheath temperatures applied to both A2 and

A3 cases is 460°C.

B. 1200-MW(e) Reactors

Bl. Reference 1200-MW(e) design, with axial form factor

of 0.7. Maximum bundle linear power is 15.6 kW/cm

and maximum sheath temperature 482°C.

B2. Repeat of Bl, except with the lattice pitch

increased from 270 to 285.8 mm, and the reflector

thickness from 400 mm to 600 mm, to increase the

fuel burnup.

B3. Equivalent power density to Bl and B2, but with

1.4 wt% enriched fuel in a 36-element bundle,
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lattice pitch reduced to 228.6 mm and reflector

thickness to 400 mm. Maximum sheath temperature

is 457°C.

B4. Similar to B3, except power density increased to the

maximum for a coolant velocity of 15 m/s and sheath

temperature of 460°C.

B5. Equivalent to B4, except lattice pi^ch increased to

285.8 mm to investigate whether burnup increase

reduces fuel costs by more than the capital cost

charges are increased.

B6. Equivalent to B5, except fuel enrichment reduced to

1.32 wt% to yield the same exit burnup as case B4.

Table 4 lists the key input parameters for each case.

5.1.3 Results

Results are summarized in Table 5 for all cases. In each

case, the TUEC and the unit capital, fuelling and operating costs are

normalized to the TUEC for the reference 500-MW(e) case.

5.1.4

1. The same general trends shown in reference (1) are also

shown in the results. Specific numerical values have

changed due to changes in the components of the station

capital costs, the fuelling costs and the operating costs.
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TABLE 4

SUMMARY OF KEY PARAMETERS OF THE STATIONS COSTED IN TABLE 5

Case Number Al A2 A3

General Description

Parameter

Net electrical output (MW(e))
Station overall efficiency (X)
Station load Factor
Fuel type
Fuel elements per bundle
Fuel sheath OD (mm)
Coolant outlet temp^rature(°C)
Core height (m)
Core radius with reflector (m)
Reflector thickness (m)
Lattice pitch (mm)
Radial form factor
Axial form factor
Number of channels
Max. channel power (MW)
Max. bundle rating (kW/cm)
Max. element rating (kW/m)
Max. surface heat flux (MW/m2)
Max. coolant velocity (m/a)
Coolant X-sectional area
per channel (cn^J

Max. channel mass flow (kg/s)
Max. sheath temperature (°C)
Max. fuel center temp. (°C)
Core total mass flow* (Mg/s)
AT across core (°C)
Fuel enrichment (wt2 2 3 5 U)
Bundle uranium content (kg U)
Fuel fabrication cost (S/kg U)
Fuel bundles in core
Fuel exit burnup** (MWh/kg U)
Annual fuel requirements - (bundles)

- (Mg U)
Average fuel dwell time (op,days)
Bundles changed per fuel shift
Fuel shifts per year

500-MW(e) OCR
18 Nat. UC
Reference

Case

501
33.8
0.8

Zr-Nb clad UC
18
19.4
400
6
3.30
0.6

286.
0.8
0.7

280
6.28
15.6

95
1.56

11.3

26.73
25.3
483
1150

5.65
96

Natural
28.58
184

3360
116

) 3137
89.7
312
8

392

500-MW(e) OCR
36 Enr. UC

Channel Power
as per Nat.UC

500
33.8
0.8

Zr-Nb clad UC
36
13.55
400
6
2.56
0.4

229.
0.8
0.7

280
6.28
15.6
5!
1.18
10.25

29.57
25.3
457
865

5.66
96
1.4
27.77
538

3360
458
818
22.7

1200
2

409

500-MW(e) OCR
36 Enr. UC
Channel

Power increased

500
33.8
0.8

Zr-Nb clad UC
36
13.55
400
6
2.25
0.4

229
0.8
0.7

206
8.53

21.2
69
1.61
15

29.57
37.0

460
1010

6.10
89
1.4
27.77
538

2472
443
845
23.5
853
2

423

* Core total mass flow taken to be * Max. channel mass flow x Number of
channels x Radial form factor

**Burnups quoted are for core with adjuster rods, and are at lower end of
estimated range as noted In Section 2.3.2.2.
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TABLE 4 (continued)

Case Number

General Description

Bl 62 B3

1200-MW(e) OCR 1200-MW(e) OCR 1200-MWCe) OCR
18 Nat. UC 18 Nat. UC 36 Enr. UC
Reference Lattice Pitch Channel Power
Case Increased as Nat, \JC

Net electrical output (KW(e))
Station overall efficiency (%)
Station load Factor
Fuel type
Fuel elements per bundle
Fuel sheath OD (mm)
Coolant outlet temperature(°C)
Core height (m)
Core radius with reflector (m)
Reflector thickness (m)
Lattice pitch (mm)
Radial form factor
Axial form factor
Number of channels
Max. channel power (MW)
Max. bundle rating (kW/ctn)
Max. element rating (kW/m)
Max. surface heat rLux (MW/m2)
Max. coolant velocity (ra/s)
Coolant X-sectional area
per channel (crâ )

Max. channel mass flow (kg/s)
Max. sheath temperature (°C)
Max. fuel center temp. (°C)
Core total mass flow* (Mg/s)
AT across core (°C)
Fuel enrichment (vtX 235 u)
Bundle uranium content (kg U)
Fuel fabrication cost ($/kg U)
Fuel bundles in core
Fuel exit burnup** (MWh/kg U)
Annual fuel requirements - (bundles

- (Mg U)
Average fuel dwell time (op.days)
Bundles changed per fuel shift
Fuel shifts per year

* Coro total mass flow taken to be

1200
33.8
0.8

Zr-Nb clad UC
18
19.4
400
6
4.23
0.4

270.
0.85
0.7

632
6.28
15.6
95
l.S*

11.3

26.73
25.3
483
1150

13.59

96
Natural

28.58
184

7584
120

) 7260
207.5
303
8

907

1200
33.8
0.8

Zr-Nb clad UC

IB
19.4
400
6
4.65
0.6

286.
0.85
0.7

632
6.28
15.6
95
1.56

11.3

26.73
25.3
483
1150

13.59
96

Natural
28.58
184

7584
147

5927
169.4
374
8

741

1200
33.8
0.8

Zr-Nb clad UC
36
13.55
400
6
3.64
0.4

229.
0.85
0.7

632
6.28
15.6
51
1.18
10.25

29.57
25.3
457
865
13.59
96
1.4

27.77
538

7584
484
1852
51.4

1194
2

926

Max. channel mass flow x Number of
channels x Radial form factor

**Burnups quoted are for core with adjuster rods, and are at lower end of
estimated range as noted in Section 2.3.2.2.
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TABLE 4 (concluded)

Caee Number B4 B5 B6

General Description 1200-HW(e) OCR 1200-MWU) OCR 1200-MWU) OCR
36 Enr. UC 36 Enr. UC 36 Enr. UC

Channel Power Lattice Pitch Fuel Enmt*
Increased Increased decreased

Parameter

Net electrical output (MW(e)) 1200 1200 1200
Station overall efficiency (.Z) 33.8 33.8 33.8
Station load Factor 0.8 0.8 0.8
Fuel type Zr-Nb clad UC Zr-Nb clad UC Zr-Nb clad UC
Fuel elements per bundle 36 36 36
Fuel sheath OD (mm) 19.4 13.55 13.55
Coolant outlet temperatureC°C) 400 400 400
Core height (m) 6 6 6
Core radius with reflector (m) 3.18 3.88 3.88
Reflector thickness (m) 0.4 0.4 0.4
Lattice pitch (m) 0.229 0.286 0.286
Radial form factor 0.85 0.85 0.85
Axial form factor 0.7 0.7 0.7
Number of channels 465 465 465
Max. channel power (MW) 8.53 8.53 8.53
Max. bundle rating (kW/cu) 21.2 21.2 21.2
Max. element rating (kW/m) 69 69 69
Max. surface heat flux (MW/tn2) 1.61 1.61 1.61
Max. coolant velocity (m/s) 15 15 15
Coolant X-sectional area
per channel (cm2) 29.57 29.57 29.57

Max. channel mass flow (kg/s) 37.0 37.0 37.0
Max. sheath temperature P C ) 460 460 460
Max. fuel center temp. (°C) 1010 1010 1010
Core total mass flow* (Mg/s) 14.62 14.62 14.62
AT across core (°C) 89 89 89
Fuel enrichment (wtï 2 3 5 U) 1.4 1.4 1.32
Bundle uranium content (kg U) 27.77 27.77 27.77
Fuel fabrication cost ($/kg U) 538 538 505
Fuel bundles in core 5580 5580 5580
Fuel exit burnup** (MWh/kg U) 475 514 475
Annual fuel requirements - (bundles) 1888 1744 1888

- (M<J U) 52.4 4B.4 52.4
Average fuel dwell time (op.days) 861 934 861
Bundles changed per fuel shift 2 2 2
Fuel shifts per year 944 872 944

* Core total mass flow taken to be * Max. channel mass flow x Number of channels
x Radial form factor

**Burnups quoted are for core with adjuster rods, and are at lower end of
estimated range as noted in Section 2.3.2.2.



TABLE 5

SUMMARY OF CANCAP COSTS OF VARIOUS CANBU OCR'S

CASE

AI

AZ

A3

Bl

BZ

B3

B4

B5

B6

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

500-MW(e) OCR, 18 Nat. UC, Reference Case

500-MW(e) OCR, 36 Enr. UC, Channel po»or
as per Nat. UC

500-MW(e) OCR, 36 Enr. UC, Channel power
i ncreased

1200-MW(e) OCR, 18 Nat. UC, Reference Case

1200-MW(e) OCR, 18 Nat. UC, Lattice pitch
increased

!200-MW(e> OCR, 36 Enr. UC, Channel power
as per Nat. UC

1200-MW(e) OCR, 36 Enr. UC, Channel power
Increased

1200-MN(e> OCR, 36 Enr. UC, Lattice pitch
Increased relative to B4

!200-MW(e) OCR, 36 Enr. UC, Fuel enrichment
decreased relative to 65

UCC»

0.749

0.752

0.716

0.587

0.598

0.606

0.571

0.590

0.589

UFIC»

0.016

0.034

0.026

0.015

0.014

0.032

0.024

0.024

0.023

UFOC1

0.134

0.100

0.103

0.130

0.106

0.094

0.096

0.089

0.090

UFC»

0.150

0.134

0.129

0.145

0.120

0. 126

0.120

0.113

0.113

UOC*

0.101

0.101

0.100

0.060

0.060

0.060

0.059

0.059

0.059

TUEC*

1.0000

0.986

0.945

0.792

0.778

0.791

0.751

0.763

0.760

*UCC - Unit Capital Cost
UFIC - Unit Fuel Inventory Cost
UFOC - Unit Fuel Operating Cost

UFC - Total Unit Fuel Costs (UFIC + UFOC)
UX - Unit Operating Costs
TUEC - Total Unit Operating Costs
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2. With respect to the natural UC 1200-MW(e) station, it

appears that the decrease in fuelling costs associated

with increasing the lattice pitch slightly from the

reference case more than compensates for the increase in

capital cost, leading to a slight decrease in TUEC.

3. For the enriched systems, the optimum design is in the

direction of higher power density, smaller cores. This is

because the fuelling and operating costs are relatively

insensitive to reactor size, and the smaller cores led to

lower capital costs. The difference in TUEC between the

best enriched UC system studied and the reference natural UC

system Is of the order of 5% for both the 500-MW(e) and

1200-MW(e) systems.

4. For the natural systems, the optimum design also appeared

to be in the direction of higher power density and

smaller coree. However, the reference cases are already

based on a maximum fuel element rating of 95 kW/ra, with

no allowance for perturbations during operation (e.g.,

refuelling, startup after shutdown xenon poison

transients). Further Increases above this rating were

not considered practical unless an irradiation program

was undertaken to confirm satisfactory performance. Even

at the highest bundle power densitites considered for the

enriched systems, the fuel element ratings are much more

modest (70 icW/m). One factor which would have to be

confirmed for the enriched systems is that the higher

bundle rating does not lead to excessive temperatures in

the event of a LOCA/LOEC* accident, when heat transfer is

limited to that available across the pressure tube-

calandria tube gap, and then to the moderator system.

Loss of Emergency Coolant
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The unit fuelling costs are lower for the enriched cases

compared to reference natural fuel cases. The inventory

costs (amortization of initial core plus allowance for

fabricated fuel on hand) tend to offset part of the gain

associated with the reduction in annual fuel requirement

costs.

Fuelling machine useage will be a major consideration for

all the cases studied. Further work would be required to

determine whether the power perturbations associated with

an increase in the number of bundles shifted In the

enriched system were acceptable. An Increase from 2 to

4 bundle shifts would halve the requirements on fuelling

machine useage.

A brief assessment was made of the important reactivity

coefficients for control and safety. For the tighter-

pitch enriched cases, the results Indicate that the power

coefficient will remain slightly negative for the

equilibrium core, and that the void coefficient will be

less positive than for the natural UC core for both fresh

and equilibrium cores.

For the enriched cores with pitches similar to the

natural UC cores, the results Indicate an increase In the

positive direction for the power coefficient, and

significantly higher positive coolant void worths at all

burnup levels.

The tighter pitch enriched cores thus appear to rate the

most favourably with respect to control and safety

considerations.
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8. Requirements for natural uranium will be reduced with the

enriched system. Burnups will be 3 to 4 times higher in the

enriched system for the cases studied. Since the feed

component for 1.4 wt3! enriched uranium is 2.35, the natural

uranium requirements will be 20 to 40% less.

In summary, the enriched UC system offers greater flexibility than the

natural UC system, some reduction in TUEC and requirements for natural

uranium, and probably advantages with respect to control and safety

considerations.

5.2 THERMAL STATIONS

5.2.1 Introduction

The OCR reference electric generating station described In

detail in the earlier sections of this report can be used to produce

thermal energy for process heat if desired. By deleting the

turbine-generator set from the station, steam produced by energy release

from the reactor core can be connected directly to systems demanding

heat.

Typical examples of systems that use quantities of heat large

enough .-- justify a tie-in with a nuclear thermal station are heavy water

plants, district heating systems and stimulation plants for oil recovery

from heavy oil deposits and the tar sands.

Figure 6 shows a typical thermal station flow diagram. The

heat produced In the reactor core is removed by organic coolant

circulating in the primary circuit. This heat is transferred in boilers

to the water/steam secondary coolant which flows to a load where the

energy is used and the coolant is returned to the reactor core.
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FIGURE 6: Flow Diagram for Thermal Power Station



Since only the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) is required

for the thermal station concept, capital and operating costs are

significantly lower than equivalent costs for a nuclear station of

equivalent core size used to generate electricity.

5.2.2 Station Description

The NSSS of an OCR thermal station Is similar to the

reference OCR reactor system described earlier in the report. This

statement Is based on the assumption that both cores are roughly equal in

size (e.g., approximately 1700 MW(t)).

A thermal station is simpler in design, requiring fewer

buildings and services, since the turbine-generator set is not required

as part of the system. Figure 7 shows a typical thermal station NSSS

layout housed in a reinforced concrete containment building.

In general, the NSSS consists of the reactor core, the

primary heat-transport feeders, headers, pumps and btilers and the

recirculating organic coolant which removes heat produced Jn the core.

This heat is transferred in the boilers to the secondary circuit water

coolant to produce steam for the load. The outgoing steam and the

returning boiler feed water are piped through sealed passages in the

reactor containment wall. Both lines are connected to the process load

located outside the station containment.

Specific systems important to the NSSS such as the core,

reactor and station control, moderator system, heat transport system,

fuel, fuel handling, reactor physics, safety, containment, estimated

exposures, safeguards, security and licensing have been described earlier

in the report under the reference core design and are equally applicable

here.
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1. BOILERS 8.
2. REACTOR CORE 9.
3. SURGE TANKS 10.
4. MAIN STEAM SUPPLY PIPING I I.
5. FUELLING MACHINE & CARRIAGE 12.
6. PRIMARY SYSTEM PUMPS 13.
7. FEEDERS

FUEL CHANNEL ASSEMBLIES
REACTOR "ND SHIELDS
CALANDRIA ASSEMBLY
BOOSTER RODS
FEEDER CABINETS
MODERATOR CIRCULATION SYST01

FIGURE 7: Heat Transport System
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As mentioned earlier, the cost of a thermal station is lower

than an electrical station. Comparative estimates, using the AECL developed

optimization computer code CANCAP(^), have been completed for several

station variations and are presented in Section 6 for comparison.

5.2.3 Typical Applications for Thermal Stations

Only thermal stations larger then 1000 MW(t) are considered

to be economical when compared with alternate energy sources. There are

very few Industries or systems in Canada that can use such a large block

of power on a continuing basis. Earlier studies undertaken by

AECLC» 1°» H) show that district heating systems and tar sands

stimulation fall Into this category. A further example which has been in

use for several years is the supply of steam produced by nuclear power

plants for the production of D2O.

Of the above three examples listed, the use of an OCR thermal

plant for oil recovery appears to be the most attractive. Although oil

can be recovered using steam generated by either fossil power plante or

nuclear power plants, studies by AECL suggest that nuclear thermal power

plants can provide stimulation energy at lower cost than coal-fired

plants even If they use indigenous coal resources- For reasons of

economy and conservation of resources, oil or gas will not be used for

oil recovery in the future. Due to the stimulation depths existing in

some of the tar sands, CANDU-PHW reactors cannot be used becausa of their

limitations on upper temperature and pressure. Only the OCR is capable

of providing steam at a high enough pressure (approximately 15 MPa)

(2175 psl) to stimulate wells deeper than 150 m.

Use of OCR thermal plants to provide heat to district heating

systems and D2O plants wili depend strictly on economics. The CANDU-PHW

reactor and fosjil-flred stations are quite capable of undertaking the same
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task. Here again, AECL studies show that nuclear systems are more

economical than fossil-fired systems with the OCR system being inherently

leBS expensive than the CANDU-PHW system.

The future development of the OCR concept is envisaged

through its eventual use in oil recovery. It will be easy to expand the

role of the OCR concept to the production of electricity once it has been

proven commercially as a thermal plant.

5.3 SIZE OF PLANT

5.3.1 Low-Power Thermal Station

5.3.1.1 Ceneral

A low-power nuclear thermal station roughly 100 MW(t) in size

would be desirable for pilot work In the oil sands or for district

heating schemes in their early stages of development. A station of this

size would be generally similar to that of the large stations described

in Section 5.2, except that the core design and refuelling strategy would

be modified to reflect the much smaller thermal power output.

The core design for this option is therefore based on a

modified version of the existing 60-MW(t) WR-1 research reactor with some

major parameters being:

Power Output

Core Radius

Core Height

Lattice Pitch

0

2

234

100

.92

. 0 u

.95

MW(t)

m

9

nun*

Tases were also run at a lattice pitch of 307.7 mm. There Is
little difference in the enrichment required for either operatine
cycle length (Figure 9).
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Moderator D2J

Primary Coolant OS-84

Fuel Type 36 element

Fuel Enrichment 1.6/2.0 wt 7.

Bundle Mass 27.8 kg U

Avg. Fuel Burnup 210/320 KWh/kg U

Core Period 165/250 d

Number of Channels 55

Max. Organic Temperature 400 °C

Mass Flow 1500 kg/s(ll.Ç x 106 lb/h)

The reference fuel bundle selected was the 36-element design

imilar in enrichment to that used in the larger pow«r stations. Batch

-fuelling would be used to optimize the core power distribution. It is

assumed that refuelling is done with the reactor shut down, since an

acceptably high load factor can be achieved without on-power refuelling.

Cn-power refuelling can be accommodated with the smaller core without

substantially altering the results of the analysis. Some significant

changes would be:

1. A slightly lower enrichment would be required. The core average

reactivity, with regularly scheduled on-power fuelling and a

particular enrichment, would be the same as the average

reactivity at the midpoint between batch refuellings with the

same enrichment. However, the reactivity changes, between

successive fuel changes, would be substantially less than for

batch refuelling. The enrichment could thus be lowered since

there would be no requirement to provide the additional

reactivity margi1 associated with the difference between the

average and the end-c'-cycle points in the batch scheme.

2. There would be greater channel power differences within each

radial zone, but the ratfo of total zone powers ;*ould not be

significantly different.
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Batch refuelling csn also be performed with on-power refuelling, by

running for subsïanrlai periods of time with no refuelling and then

performing the requ.red changes for batch refuelling over a short time

interval. This situation Is equivalent to the shutdown batch refuelling

strategy used in this study.

5.3.1.2 Reference Core Design and Kuel CycJe

The basic lattice Is hexagonal, with 55 sites, as shown in

Figure 8. It would be Identical to the WR-1 lattice, except that all

sites would have 103-mm inside diameter pressure tubes to accommodate the

36-eleraent fuel bundles. There are four 500-mra long bundles per channel

to maintain an appropriate ratio between radial and axial core

dimensions. Moderator dump, as used i.; WR-1, provides a fast and

effective primary shutdown system with the small, vertical core. A

second shutdown system could be incorporated by using horizontal liquid

shutoff rods.

Bulk reactivity control is provided by *°B poison

dissolved in the moderator. A fixed 1"B concentration of 1.0 M&IR

Is used to allow a reactivity margin for xenon override. The central

site is left unfuelled and is simulated with the moderator only. In

practice, it would contain some type of modulating reactivity-control device

which would be linked with the moderator '•̂ B concentration to flatten

the radial power distribution. With this scheme it is anticipated that a

reasonably good radial power distribution could be achieved for even the

start-up core with all fresh fuel. This aspect was not investigated.

The fuelling strategy was studied with the LATREP/HEX system of

codes, which yield good results for WR-1 fuel management. A constant total

fission power output of 107 MW (100 MW coolant power) was maintained for

each operating cycle. Two operating cycles were examined:
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I 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 10 II 12 13 14 15

FIGURE 8: OCR Fuelling Pattern



1. A low—burnup cycle of 165 d, corresponding to a total fission

power output of 17 655 MWd/cycle.

2. A higher-burnup cycle of 250 d corresponding to 26 750 MWd/cycle.

Two lattice pitches were also Investigated: 234.95 mm (the standard WR-1

pitch) and 307.7 mm. These pitches correspond to square lattice pitches

of 218.2 and 285.8 mm, respectively, In terms of total lattice cell

volume. Both the 1 0B concentration and the moderator height were

kept constant for the duration of the simulated operating periods while

the reactivity coefficient (k-effectlve) obtained from HEX was allowed to

decrease with time. In practice, the 1 0B concentration would be

reduced to maintain criticality.

At the end of each core per'od, all the fuel rods in the two

outer radial regions were moved one region closer to the centre of the

core. All 18 fuel rods in the inner region were retired and fresh fuel

was Inserted into the 18 outer ring sites. No axial shuffling ot the

fuel bundles was considered. The fuel consumption rate lu 72 bundles per

cycle. Each fuel bundle contained 27.8 kg of U.

The partlculrr fuelling pattern selected is also Illustrated

in Figure 8. The reactor initially contained fresh fuel only and the

irradiation and fuelling procedure were iterated until the HEX

k-effective converged to an equilibrium value. At least sit core periods

were required to allow k-effective to stabilize to within 1 mk when

starting from an ali-fresh core. The equilibrium burnup distributions

were subsequently used to start the studies at different enrichments and

lattice pitches. This procedure enabled convergence to within 1 rak to be

achieved in about three Iterations.
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5.3.1.3 Results

The results of the HEX equilibrium core 6tudles for 1.6 utX

and 2.2 wtZ fuel at lattice pitches of 234.95 and 307.7 ram and core

periods of 165 d and 250 d are listed in Table 6. All quantities refer

to fission powers, ratings and burnups with the first line In each set

denoting start-of-core values and the second U n e end-of-core values.

The end-of-core HEX k-effective values with a 1 0B

concentration of 1.0 *ug/g in the moderator are shown as a function of

enrichment In Figure 9. Values were also obtained at 1.8 wt% and these

confirmed the near-linearity of the results following enrichment of the

fuel. The upper pair of lines refer to the low-exit-burnup 165-d

operating period while the lower pair pertain to the high-exit-burnup

250-d core period. The lines at each lattice pitch are seen to be nearly

parallel. The wider lattice pitch has a higher reactivity than the

tighter piich for fresh fuel; however, the slope of reactivity as a

function of burnup is steeper for this wider pitch. The net result is

that there is little difference for the equilibrium cores modelled in

this study. A more det-'led optimization study would be required to

determine what intermediate pitch would optimize the fuel enrichment for

a given exit burnup. It Is not expected that there would be much

reduction in enrichment relative to the cases studied.

Experience with WR-1 indicates '\at 1.0 fjgJg of l0B is

worth approximately 27 mk, and a *0B concentration of about 0.4 ngjg is

required at the end of a cycle to provide a sufficient margin of excess

reactivity for xenon override. Consequently, a practical lower limit for

k-effective in Figure 9 would be about 0.985. Thus, tlnre is sufficient

reactivity to operate the low-burnup cycle with an enrichment of

approximately 1.6 wtZ, while the high-burnup cycle requires approximately

2.0 wt*.



TABLE 6

100 MW(t) REACTOR - EQUILIBRIUM CORE RESULTS

ENRICHMENT

1.6 wt*

I.G »tj

1.6 «til

1.6 vt*

2.2 »t»

2.2 wt>

2.2 ut»

2.2 xl-J

LATTICE
PITCH
(im)

234.95

307.70

"34.95

307.70

234.95

307.70

234.95

307.70

CORt
PERIOD

(d)

163

165

250

250

165

16!$

250

HEX
K-«ff«Ctlv»

1.05449
0.99B33

1.06046
0.99534

1.01834
0.94316

1.01512
0.92657

1.13464
1.07566

1.15128
1.08725

1.09743
1.01622

1.10752
1.01689

MAXIMUM CHANNEL
POWER
(Ml)'

2273
2225

2278
2164

2069
2077

2154
2079

2270
2224

2336
2210

2095
2052

2149
2114

MAXIMUM OUTER
ELEMENT RATIMS

(kW/m!*

54.9

55.4

53.5

52.8

54.9

57.3

53.8

53.1

AVERAGE EXIT
8URNUP

(MKhAg U)«

211.6

211.7

320.0

319.5

211.6

211.7

319.9

319.6

MAXIMUM EXIT
B0RMP

(MUhAg U)*

214.9

213.6

322.5

325.2

215.4

213.2

322.9

324.8

MAXIMUM OUTER
ELEMENT EXIT BURNUP

(MKhAg U)«

348.9

351.5

506.6

512.1

360.4

365.8

521.3

1 531.5

I
CO

•At 1 valuas refw \ total fission power
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The maximum channel powers listed in Table 6 vary by about 9%

for the eight cases considered while the variation between start and end

of core is less than 6%. The worst case is for the 2.2 wt/5 165-d core

with a lattice pitch of 307.7 mm. The small variations observed Indicate

that the flux and power distributions are determined primarily by the

fuelling pattern, and not by the enrichment, lattice pitch o. exit

burnup for the ranges considered for these parameters. The maximum outer

element heat ratings vary by less than 8%.

The maximum outer element linear ratings (fission power) are

about 55 kW/ra, corresponding to approximately 51.5 kW/m for heat transfer

to the coolant. Maximum sheath temperatures and core channel âT's are

tabulated in Table 7 for a range of site coolant flows. A coolant

velocity of 12 m/s (29.6 kg/s) is required to reduce the sheath

temperature to 485°C. This could be further reduced to 46fl°C by

increasing the flow velocity to 15 m/s. The higher coolant flows are

required, relative to the large stations, because of the short core.

This results In an avtrage coolant temperature of approximately 385°C,

compared to an average of approximately 355°C in the larger cores

assuming a maximum organic temperature of 400°C. A higher heat

transfer coefficient (I.e., higher coolant velocity) is required to

maintain comparable sheath temperatures.

The "average exit burnup" in Table 6 represents the average

of the burnups attained by all fuel bundles retired each cycle. The

"maximum exit burnup" refers to the average bundle burnup for the rod

with the highest total burnup. The small variations observed reflect the

alterations in the flux and power distributions introduced by lattice

pitch and fuel enrichment. The "maximum outer element exit burnup"

refers to the retired fuel bundle with the highest burnup and represents

an average over the length of the bundle. For the 250-d cores, the

maximum outer element exit burnups are in excesg of 480 MWh/kg U, a value
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which current experience with 14-element UC fuel in WR-1 indicates is

feasible, and which is typical of the exit burnups for the enriched UC

cores in Section 5.1.

A sample end-of-core power distribution is shown In figure 10

for the 1.6 wtZ low-burnup small-pitch core.

TABLE 7

HEAT TRANSFER IN HIGHEST RATED CHANNELS

Coolant

Outlet
Temp.

C°c>

400
400
400

Fuel

Element
Rating

(kW/m)

51.5
51.5
51.5

Surface
Heat
Flux

(MW/m2)

1.2
1.2
1.2

Channe1
Power

(kW)

2100
2100
2100

Coolant
Velocity

(m/s)

9.35
12
15

Coolant
Mass
Flow

(kg/s)

23.1
29.6
37.0

Channel
AT

(°O

34
26
21

Maximum

Sheath
Temp.

C°c)

497
4B5
46S

Fuel

Center
Temp

(°O

900
885
870

A brief assessment was made of the Important reactivity

coefficients. It was concluded that:

1. The rate of change of reactivity with moderator level

(d/dh) will be higher at the 2.0-m maximum operating

height for the reference core than it is for the WR-1 reactor at

its nominal operating height of 2.2*> m. The rate of reactivity

removal with moderator dump will consequently also be higher.

2. The coolant void worth, which is positive in all cases, will be

less than the current value in WR-1 for the cases with the same
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lattice pitch (234.95 mm). It will be significantly greater for

the cases with a 307.7-ntn lattice pitch.

3. The coolant temperature coefficient for the 2.2 wt% enriched

case with the tighter pitch will be similar to that In the

current WR-1 core. It will be Increased In the positive

direction with both Increase in lattice pitch and decrease In

enrichment. Its magnitude and variation with burnup are such,

however, that the effective value for the core will always be

small (either positive or negative) and no safety or control

related problems are anticipated.

4. The fuel temperature coefficient always remains negative- The

wider pitch values for the reference core are comparable

(perhaps slightly more negative) than the values calculated for

the standard WR-1 core. The tighter pitch values are definitely

more negative for the reference cores.

Based on the above, there would be no safety or control

problems associated with reactivity coefficients In the reference cores

studied. An exception is the higher coolant veld worth for the wider

pitch lattices. This would have to be assessed in more detail If this

option were to be considered further.

The temperature transients associated with LOCA/LOEC

accidents have not been assessed. If this sitation were to occur, the

moderator system provides the backup heat removal capability, with heat

transfer to the moderator by conduction and radiation across the pressure

tube-calandria tube gap. The maximum bundle linear ratings are, however,

less than those for current PHW reactor designs and this factor, combined

with the low fission gas releases for the U" fuel, would be expected to

yield quite acceptable results for such analyses.
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5.3.1.4 Summary

The 100-MW(t) 54 fufciled-channel OCR with enriched 36-element

UC fuel has been investigated at various enrichments, lattice pitches and

burnups and compared to a WR-1 reference c e with the same fuelling

scheme. The following conclusions may be drawn from the study:

1. There Is sufficient reactivity to support the Irradiation of

36-element enriched UC fuel to maximum outer element exit

burnups in excess of 480 MWh/kg U for enrichments greater than

2.0 wtZ 2 3 5U in U. Corresponding burnups of 350 MWh/kg U

could be supported with an enrichment of 1.6 wt%.

2. The one-third core radially inward fuelling strategy provides a

relatively uniform radial power distribution.

3. No significant advantages are obtained with the larger 3O7.7-mn>

lattice pitch. The large pitch core exhibits significantly

higher coolant void reactivity changes. The tighter pitch cores

appear to be advantageous with respect to safety and control.

5.3.2 Large Stations

The potential for scaling up the reference 500-MW(e) OCR

design to larger sizes has been investigated. A 1200-MW(e), natural UC

fuelled CANDO-OCR was studied in sufficient detail to assure engineering

feasibility, safety and controllability, and to allow a cost estimate for

comparison with other stations. No problems were identified which would

prohibit increasing the size of CANDU-OCR units. Except for the increase

in reactor component and equipment sizes, the station would be similar to

the 500-MW(e) unit.
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The significant differences between the two reactors are In

the following areas:

Reactor Core; The lattice pilch for the reference case was

reduced from 285 mm to 270 am which results In a reduction In the coolant

void effect and a more negative fuel temperature reactivity coefficient;

however, as discussed In Section 5.1.6, this does not result In the

lowsst TUEC. The perturbation caused by removal of a fuel string Is

small (~0.2 Mk) due to the large reactor size and the degree of

under-moderatlon of the lattice. The fuel rating has been Increased

somewhat, from 88 to 95 kW/m.

Shutdown Systems: The 1200-MW(e) OCR shutdown systems use

vertical liquid rods and horizontal mechanical rods. For the second

shutdown system the choice of horizontal mechanical rods rather than

liquid poison Into the moderator was based on an economic Judgement. The

rearming time for the mechanical rods would be sufficiently short to

prevent poisoning out after a trip. Such a system does not exist, and

sufficient time would have to be made available for development prior to

station committment. As Individual unit sizes become larger, the

development Incentive becomes greater. Whether the 1200-MW(e) unit size

is large enough to justify development depends upon adequate trip data

and the estimated cost.

Volatile Recycle: The recycling of volatiles has been

Included In the 1200-MW(e) OCR design. Thlo reduces the OS-84 coolant

makeup required to about 130 kg/h from the 520 kg/h «eeded without

volatile recycle. The 500-MW(e) OCR makeup rate is 180 kg/h without

volatile recycle.

Primary Circuit Isolation Valves: The 1200-MW(e) OCR primary

circuit design includes valves which allow isolation of individual
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boilers and superheaters. With these valves It is possible to operate at

reduced power after a main heat exchanger tube failure. The exercising

of this design option depends upon several factors including unit output,

heat exchanger size, isolation valve cost, and tube failure rate.

Standby Cooling System: In the 1200-MW(e) OCR the degassing

pumps are operated at half speed to circulate coolant through the standby

cool.'ng system. The 509-MW(e) OCR has two pumps devoted exclusively to

standby cooling.

Turbine Generator: While the 500-MW(e) OCR was able to use a

3600-rpra tandem compound turbine generator, It was necessary to specify

an 1800-rpm tandem compound machine for the 1200-MW(e) OCR because of the

large amount of steam being passed. It is possible that a 3600/1800

cross-compound machine could be used.

6. ECONOMIC REVIEW

A major incentive for developing the organic-cooled reactor

system lies in Its potential to provide power at lower costs than other

systems and with less invested capital per unit of installed capacity.

Computer cost estimates were carried out on the reference 500-MW(e) OCR

station and on OCR sizes of 600 and 1200 HW(e). A cost estimate

provided by the Atomic Energy of Canada Engineering Company for a G-2

type 600-MW(e) standard commercial PHW station has been referenced in

Tables 8 and ° for comparative purposes.

Cost estimates have also been included in the tables for OCR

thermal stations with power outputs of 100, 1000 and 3000 MW(t). These

units would be used for in-situ stimulation of the oil sands, for

production of heavy water and for domestic, industrial and commercial

heating schemes.
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Tables 10 and 11 are a repeat of the above cost estimates

using enriched-fuel cores.

Figures 11 and 12 give a plot of specific station capital

cost as a function of station size for electric and thermal stations

using natural- and enrlched-fuel cores.

The "CANCAP" computer code(*2)( ulth cost Indices

updated to 1979, was used to provide all cost estimates, Including the

CANDU-690 MW(e) PHW case as a comparison to the estimate provided by

the Atomic Energy of Canada Engineering Company. This code has been

developed U6ing current nuclear reactor costs and Is used primarily to

optimize station systems. It Is, therefore, not as accurate as hand

calculations based on actual quotations, but Is entirely satisfactory for

evaluation purposes.

6.1 ECONOMIC GROUND ROLES

The following economic factors are used to predict reactor

station costs (1979 Canadian dollars).

Heavy water cost 270 S/kg

Organic coolant cost 2.20 $/kg

Fabricated fuel bundle cost 172 S/kg U
(natural UO2)

Fabricated fuel bunj'.e cost 184 $/kg U
(natural UC)
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Fabricated fuel bundle

(1.32% enriched UC)

Fabricated fuel bundle

(1.4% enriched UC)

Fabricated fuel bundle

(2.0% enriched UC)

Interest rate

Escalation rate

Federal sales tax

Provincial sales tax

Annual station capacity

Construction period

cost

coot

cost

factor

505

538

1350

9.7

8 7.

9 T

5 1

80 X

fi a

S/kg U

S/kR U

S/kg U

X

for el.

') n for thermal sfut'1 Ions

Station operating life 30 n

The numbers shovm In the tables reflect the costs In dollars

of the day. It is assumed that construction starts In 1979, is completed

in 1985 and the costs are those expended during the six-year construction

period. The operating and fjelling costs are In 1985 dollars, reflecting

the year the station goes into production.



TABLE 8

CAPITAL COST SUMMARY - NATURAL-URANIUM CORE

DESCRIPTION

Physical Assets
Si te end Improvements
Bulldtngs and Structures
Reactor, Botl«r and Aux.
Turbine-Generator and Aux.
Electr ic ^owar Systems

(MS)
(MO
(MI)
(MS)
(MS)

Control and Instrumentation (Ml)
Comnon Processes and

Services (MS)

Engineering and Other Services
Construction Indirects
Engineering

Inventory
Heavy water
05-84
Contingentas
Escalation During

Construction
Interest During
Construction
Taxes
Customers Costs
Commissioning

Total (Liss Fuel)

I n i t i a l Fuel Costs'3 1

(MS)
(MS)

(MS)
(MS)
(MS)

(MS)

(MS)
(MS)

(MS)

(MS)

(MS)

GRAM) TOTAL (Including Fuel)(Ml)
Total Specific
Capital Cost (SAW(e

(S/kW(t)

UNITS PRODUCING

500-MW(e> OCR
(AI)1"

2.10
85.07
69.75
41.06
21.64
16.28

22.14

42.62
159.65

54.98
0.39

48.61

142.60

256.41
25.95

62.72

1050.37

8 .8

1059.17

2113.34

600-MH(«) OCR

2.12
95.»

104.59
51.56
27.43
17.07

25.69

49.84
186.82

66.19
0.56

56.96

168.02

276.35
27.91

67.46

1225.71

11.21

1234.92

1944.8
-

RECrRICITT

600-)*<(e) PHK

2.12
96.42

112.0
6S.90
27.55
17.08

23.95

53.90
142.23

130.08
-

59.46

198.18

283.15
32.95

57.94

1317.92'''

7.25

1325.17

2075.5
-

1200-MWje) OCR
( B 2 ) ' "

2.18
130.61
169.78
100.14
51.83
20.38

39.51

79. 72
299.26

•07.77
1.52

91.86

275.79

448.68
61.59

83.61

1961.49

20.0

981.49

651.24
-

UN1T5

lOOO-MH(t)

2.06
41.39
70.18

-
5 .5
a.9

13.8

21.84
60.20

41.37
0.13

26.67

64.90

90.90
12.13

46.24

506.22

6.28

512.50

-
512.5

PRODUCING >CA1

OCR 5000-«W(t) OCR

2.13
66.22

145.01

16.52
10.70

27.59

41.30
119.30

101 .79
0.88

55.83

137.71

IS8.72
31.99

66.44

1012.13

18.94

1031.07

-
343.69

(1) Refer to the cases discussed In section 5.1.2.
(2) AEC-EC Estimate 1266 MS less taxes tor a 600-MW(e) PHHR station. Adding taxes to ttie AEC-EC ostimato brings tholr minber In

number In the table 11266 MS • approximately 33 MS (taxes)l = 1299 MS
Init ial Fuel Costs Is taken as 1/2 of the unoscalated value of the in i t ia l core. The cost is presented In the table In tno u
form but the appropriate escalation Is taken care of In the escalation during construction number shoan above In the table.

(2)

(3)



TABLE 9

UNIT ENERGY COSTS - NATURAL-URANIUM CORE

DESCRIPTION

Net Output (MK(e>)
<MW(t>)

Fuel Burnup MWh/kg U
Station Efficiency (*>
Load Factor (<)

Capital Costs

Directs (MS)
Indirects (Ml)
Initial Fuel (MS)
Total (MS)

Annual Costs

Capital Repayment (MS/a)
Station Staff (MS/a)
Insurance (MS/a)
Purchased Material (MS/ai
Purchased Services (MS/a)
05-84 Upkeep (MS/a)
D 20 Upkeep (MS/a)
Fuelling Cost (MS/a)

Total Annual Charges (MS/a)

•jnlt Costs

Unit Fuel Inventory Costs (S/6J)
Unit Fuel Operating Costs (S/BJ)
Unit Oparating and
Maintenance Costs (S/GJ)
Unit Capital Costs (S/GJ)
Total Unit Energy Costs (S/GJ(e))

(S/GJ(t>)

UNITS PRODUCING ELECTRICITY

500-MKCe) 00!
( A t ) ( l )

501
-
116
33.»
80

278.0
772.3
S.8

1059.1

109.54
7.77
0.06
3.06
0.95
«.37
0.18

26.09

152.0.?

0.07
2.06

1.30
8.59
12.02

-

6O0-Mr<e> OCR

6Î5

117
33.6

SO

326.62
900.09
11.21

1234.92

127.73
0.42

o.oe
3.59
1.03
5.55
0.19

32.97

179.56

0.07
2.06

1.18
7.90
11.20
-

600-MK(e) PHW

638
-
150
29.1
80

350.02
967.90

7.25
1325.17

137.07
8.42
0.08
4.24
1.27

3.61
27.84

182.53

0.05
1.73

1.09
8.46
11.33

1

200-MW(e) OCR
(B2) ( l )

1200
-
14?
33.B
80

514.4
1447.1

20.0
1981.5

204.95
10.41
0.15
5.00
1.27

10.49
0.23

49.47

282,03

0,07
1.63

0.93
6.70
9.33
-

UNITS FttOOUCINS (CAT

000-MK<î> OCR

_

1900
103
33.8
80

141.84

364.38
6.28

512.50

53.0!
5.12
0.04
1.56
5.10
2.95
0.15
I9.B2

87.74

0.03
0.79

0.59
2.07
-

3.48

3000-»«Kt) OCR

_

3000
118
33.8
80

268.17
7*3.97
18.94

1031.OB

106.64
9.84
0.13
2.95
14.00
3.86
0.22

52.28

194.92

0.03
0.69

0.48
1.38
«

2.57

I

VO

(1) Refer to the cases discussed in section 5.1.2.



TABLE 10

CAPITAL COST SUMMARY - ENRICHED-URANIUM CORE

DESCRIPTION

Physical Assets
Site and Improvements
Buildings and Structures
Reactor, Boiler and Aux.
Turbine-Generator and Aux.
Electric Power Systoms

(HI)
(Ml)
(MS)
(MS)
(MS)

Control and Instrumentation (HI)
Comton Processes and

Services (MS)

Enqtneerlnq and Other Services
Construction indirects
Eng 1 tieer 1 ng

Inventory
Heavy Hater
OS-B«
ContJnç&uci*5
Escalation During
Construction

Interest During
Construction
Taxes
Customers Costs

COM»! ss Ion Ing

Total (Less Fuel)

(3)
In i t i a l Fuel Costs

(MS)
(MS)

(MS)
(MS)
(MS)

(MS)

(MS)
(MS)

(MS)

(MS)

(MS)
GRAM) TOTAL (Including FuetKMS)
Total Specific
Capital Cost (S/kM(e)>

(S/kWttl)

z.to
83.36
84.56
41.06
21.64
16.28

22.14

41.78
120.12

25.33
0.35

45.55

120.64

210.36
23.35

62.72

921.30

18.43
839.73

IB79.5
-

UNITS PR0OUCIN8 ELECTRICITY

OCR 600-HHle) OCR

z.ir
93.18
98.7»
51.56
27.43
17.07

25.67

48.63
141.44

35.94
0.50

53.78

t45.tZ

247.64
27.23

67.46

1083.52

24.70
1107.72

1744.44
-

1200-I*l(e) OCR
( B 4 ) ' "

2.18
127.68
157.41
100.14
51.83
20.38

39.51

76.86
227.11

«8.43
1.22

85.35

227.66

391.88
43.13

83.61

1684.58

41.60
1726.18

1438.48
-

100-MH(t)

2.0
14.48
23.16

-
0.47
5.35

4.21

8.19
29.90

4.00
0.07
7.43

19.53

20.86
4.21

83.61

159.88

4.12
164.00

-
640.00

UNITS PRODUCING H£AT

OCR"' lOOO-MU(t) OCR

2.06
40.60
66.60

-
5.51
8.90

13.80

21.17
63.87

23.2?
0.39

26.36

59.27

87.86
11.75

46.24

477,65

13.15
«90.8

-
«90.8

JOOO-HK(t) OCR

2.13
64.40

133.52
~

16.5?
10.97

27.59

39.25
130.10

52.30
0.79

53.95

120.67

171.04
21.94

66.46

911.31

39.37
950.68

-
316.89

(1) Refer to the cases discussed tn section 5.1.2%
(2) The fueling cost shown In this column Is based on a fuel enrichment of 2.0 wtj .
(3) In i t i a l Fuel Costs Is taken as 1/2 of the unsscalated value of ?ne In i t ia l core. The cost Is proson+eO In tho tab to in the

unescalated form but appropriate escalation Is taken care of In ttte escalation uuMng construction number shown above in tho
table.

I



TABLE 1 1

UNIT ENERGY COSTS - ENRICHED-U1UNIUM CORE

DESCRIPTION

Net Output (MW(e>)
(MW(t))

Fuel Burnup MWh/kg U
Station Efficiency (J)
Load Factor (%)

Capital Costs

Directs (MJ)
indirects (MJ)
I n i t i a l Fuel (MJ)
Total (MJ)

Annual Costs

Capital Repayment (MJ/a)
Station Staff (MJ/a)
Insurance (MJ/a)
Purchased Material (MJ/o)
Purchased Services (MJ/a)
OS-B4 Upkeep (MJ/a)
D20 Upkeep (MJ/a)
Fuelling Cost (MJ/a)

Total Annual Charges (MJ/a)

Unit Costs

Unit Fuel Inventory Costs (J/GJ)
Unit Fuel Operating Costs (J/GJ)
Unit Operating and

Maintenance Costs (J/GJ)
Unit Capital Costs (J/GJ)
Total Unit Energy Costs (J/GJ(eJ)

(J/GJtt))

UNITS PRODUCING ELECTRICITY

500-MWl») OCR
( A 3 ) ' "

501
-

444
33.8
80

271.13
650.17

18.43
939.73

97.20
7.77
0.06
2.98
0.95
4.3?
0.18

JI.29

134.80

0.15
1.68

1.29
7.53

10.65
-

600-MH(e> OCR

635
-

450
33.8
80

315.79
767.73

24.20
1117.71

115.61
8.42
0.08
3.47
1.03
5.55
0.19

25.07

159.42

0.16
1.56

1.17
7.05
9.94
-

12OO-MVK») OCR

1200
-

475
33.8
80

499.12
1185.46

41.60
1726.18

17B.54
10.41
0.15
5.49
1.27

10.49
0.23

44.75

J5I.33

0.14
1.48

0.93
5.75
8.30

UNITS PftCOUCIIC HEA1

100-MW(t) OCR

_

too
319
-
80

49.67
110.21

4.12
164.00

16.96
3.17
0.01
0.55
0.39
0.30
0.71
4.71

26.80

0.17
1.87

2.03
6.55

-
10.62

lOOO-MW(t) OCR

„

IOOU
439
-
60

137.47
340.18

13.15
490.8

50.76
5.12
0.04
1.51
5.19
2.95
0.15

13.64

79.36

0.05
0.54

0.59
1.96

-
3.14

r

3OOO-»»(t) OCR

3000
470

80

254.86
656.46

39.37
950.68

98.33
9.84
0.13
2.80

14.00
8.S6
0.22

38.17

172.35

0.05
0.50

0.47
1.25
-

2.27

(1) Refer to the cases discussed In section 5.1.2.
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6.2 INFLUENCE OF SIZE ON STATION COSTS

Figures 11 and 12 graphically show the Influence of station

size on station specific costs for both electrical and thermal stations

using natural and enriched fuel. Specific costs for electrical stations

start for stations rated at 500 MW(e), roughly the lower eco.iomlc limit,

and terminate at the 1200-MW(e) size. Although station sizes In excess

of 1200 MW(e) are operating, these have not been addressed In this study.

The specific costs for thermal stations start at a core size of 100 MH(t)

for the enriched case through to 3000 MW(t). No process currently exists

that requires more than this amount of thermal heat at any one specific

location.

By using the appropriate curves In either of the figures, a

capital cost number In 1979 Canadian $ can be obtained for any size of

station within the lirait s shown. Tables 8 through 11 can be used to

extrapolate the operating and unit energy costs for each station size.

f>.3 COST COMPARISONS

The estimates Indicate that the OCR reactor has a slight T0EC

advantage over the PHW. The major cost differences appeared In the

following areas:

1. Turbine-Generator and Auxiliaries - Because the OCR reactor can

produce superheated steam conditions approaching the high

temperatures and pressures common to fossil-fired stations,a

3600-rpm turbine can be used instead of an 1800-rpm turbine.

The 3600-rpm turbine is smaller and less costly. The smaller

size and lower steam throughput results in lower costs for the

turbine building and auxiliaries- This saving only applies to

the comparison of electric power production stations in the

75O-MW(e) and lower size range.
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FIGURE 11: Specific Capital Cost-Size Relationship for
Nuclear Electric Plants
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FIGURE 12: Specific Capital Cost-Size Relationship for Nuclear
Thermal Plants



2. Pressure Tubes and End Fittings - There are fewer fuel channels

and only one end fitting per channel. This results In lower

costs for the reactor vessel.

3. Primary Heat Transport S/stem - Because of the lower pressure,

lower costs are estimated for feeders, headers, piping, valves,

heat exchangers, tanks and pumps.

A. Heavy Mater Inventory and Upgrading Facilities - Because the

core is smaller and organic coolant replaces heavy water in the

primary heat transport system, the OCR requires only

approximately 50% of the heavy water required by the PHW

reactor. The heavy water in the OCR is only used in the low-

pressure moderator system so there is a saving in heavy water

recovery and upgrading equipment.

5. The PHW reactor with natural uranium fuel shows a significant

advantage over the OCR in operating 'jel costs because of

higher fuel burnup and lower fuel costs.

6. Enriched-Fuel Cores - By Introducing enriched fuel into eitl, -

OCR or PHW reactor cores, a substantial saving in station

capital costs can be realized. Fewer fuel channels are

required, the lattice pitch is tighter, the calandrla vessel

is smaller and the structure housing the core Is generally

reduced in size.
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7. CONCLUSION

The efficient operation of the 60 MW(t) WR-1 organic-cooled

research reactor at the Whlteshell Nuclear Research Establishment

is providing a continuing demonstration of the viability of the

organic-cooled reactor concept. The reference design described In

Section 2 Is one of several possible designs that can evolve to bring the

OCR concept to commercial reality. It has attractive features which

favour its consideration fnr future development. The most important of

these features are:

1. Capita1 and unit energy cost advantages.

2. Low radiation exposures.

3. Improved thermal efficiencies an<? turbine operating

conditions.

4. Potential for future development.

The organic system is a logical extension of CANDU

technology. Its bljçh steair présure generating capability is

particularly attractive for extracting heavy oil using ln-sltu

stimulation methods. AECL is currently studying this application as an

ecomically practical next step In the development of the OCR concept.
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